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0 t Vef galll... . ��t trouble _lay ahead for the cociiliie kmgpi'"iisofLangley, _ 

Remember Vietnam? Probably not. If you're a student, you/j 
Virginia. Inspired by the ,American free enterprise system, _ 

:- � might have heard about it in history class, which almost guarantees,, thousands of entrepeneuni real.1zed that there was r00m for them in 

�� that you don't have any idea what it was about. If you're old enough, the
. 

marketplace. Anyone with the money for a plane ticket IO --
:::,,,--- to have been around when it was happening, even if you were one ofl' �ogota and the cluitzpah to bl�ff his or her way past customs 

the unfortunates who got dragged off to fight in it, the Vietnam War/ mspectors was on the way to creatmg a private fortune. Many failed, ,--

that you think you remember has very little to do with wha
.
t really� of course, �t enough succeeded that coc�e became, if you11 pardon!!,, 

went on; . � the ex�ss1on, a drug o� the m_arket. Prices plummeted in the 1980s � ....=-. 
We re not suffering from a collective case of Alzheimer's:: as rapidly. as they had climbed m the 1970s.

disease; it's just that the government and the media have rewritten:= The mtroduction of crack helped some. It multiplied the mnowu 
the story so many times that no one could be expected to sort out the: ?f money that could be extracted !rom a single gram of cocaine, 
truth from the morass of lies characterizing that sorry misadventure. ::. mtroduc� �e drug to a �uge new �tor of society, and because it is

You see bumper stickers that read: "To All Vietnam Vets:� more addictive than ordmary cocame, ensured a steady supply of 
Thanks." Thanks for what? Thanks for blindly following orders and CUStomers. 
killing hundreds of thousands of innocent Asians and forever . The problem that had not been solved, though, was that of the 
blackening the name of the United States of America? Gee 111 knowl independent operator. CIA drug merchants, largely white and/or
who to call if I want any more favors done. 

' 
I 

Cuban, were unable to make serious inroads in the black ghettoes 
I sympathize with the young men who wound up in the killing where. so .much of the cocaine trade now took place. What's more, the

Vi machine out of fear of prison or ignorance of what they were doing. org�uzauons and gangs who did control the traffic were becoming 
!t '. People at that time were accustomed to doing what the government , so nch and powe�l that they were beginning to pose a serious
1 told them and calling it patriotism. 1 challenge to authonty. · 

But we learned our lesson, didn't we? 55,000 of our young men,� . What �as ha�nin$ in US cit!es was happening a thousand '.::.- -
and God knows how many Southeast Asians, all dead for the sake of a. tunes over. m countnes like Colombia and Peru. Held by Yankee ::-

� lie. Weep and moan all you want at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, =gun1><?at diplomacy to near-c<;>lonial status for so long, South • 
.,, but don't hand me that line about "They died for their colllltry." Grow. Americans we;re able to use cocame to get back some of the resources -\ 

�"'� up, people, they died for rwthing. · that the gringos had been systematically looting. Local � 
;::: And that's putting the best possible face on it, because if you lgovernments were not unsympathetic, for without cocaine, they

� 
1 � really want to get down to facts, what they died for was worse than •lacked even the rudiments of an economic base. 

l , ·.1. nothing. You might •have thought all those people's lives were) . 'I)te trafficke�s continued to grow more powerful, often . 
A 

, .. snuffed out, stolen from them. simply because some ignorant echpsmg the nommal government. Farmers and laborers knew · '

politicians in Washington couldn't fi gure out that the war was where their bread was buttered, and gave their loyalty to the monied
I 

I 
pointless and stupid. But while it was stupid, it wasn't completely ;:drug cla.ss. who provided them with the only means of earning a 1,;::;;::.:;;.

because it was essential for their own puipOSes. � Amencan drug economy for years, but it seldom went beyond the . 
I 

strings of presidents and congressmen to keep that' war going � 1:he United States has been making noise about the South f' 

I
. pointless. There were men working behind the scenes pulling the: decent hvmg. � 

I 

One ,of those �en is president of the United States today, and if, realm. of talk._ As long � the bu}!c o! the trade was controlled by a::! 
he gets his way, hell eventually have us in a war, or series of wars. Americans, with only a pittance tnckhng down to the growers and -r«-

/ 
J 

that will have us reminiscing nostalgically, "Ah, Vietnam, now that - low-level dealers, US politicians were inclined to leave well enough
was a good old-fashioned war where you knew who was who and what alone. . 

\ 1 you were fighting !or,H Geor11e B�h, long-time agent and former . N<;>w, with the IT!oney accumulated by �dependent traffickers 
head of our country s secret pohce, will be happy to lead, excuse me • begmnmg to undermme government authonty m both North and 
send us into battle in South America the minute he thinks he can get �outh America, the Bush administration has felt the need to reassert 
away with it. ·its. control over the cocaine trade. The price the American people are

The cause this time? Drugs, allegedly; communism doesn't seem be� ask� � pay for this goal includes the substantial erosion of
-to play as well these days, especially when the world's head red is� their consutuuonal nghts and the very real possibility that they will 

clearly more intelligent an� humane th� our own top dog. But � be asked to find another unwinnable war in the jungles of Colombia, 
, lx;fore we �barge off to snute the demoruc canels of Colombia, it • Ecuador, and Peru. . . • . nught be wise IO remember the last drug war we got ourselves into. • Bush and Co. are so frantic on this 1Ssue because they know that 

• Vietnam was a dope war, a struggle for turf between rival gangs the economic system currently sustaining them is dependent on a 
of traffickers. At stake was the incredibly lucrative Golden Triangle � gove�e!1t--controlled illegal narcotics trade. Either legalization or
source of the world's best heroin. Tons of the stuff were imported the diffusion of drug trafficking into a wide variety of independent 
inio the United States, mostly through France by a partnershipl channels will put them out of business. Will the American people 
consisting of the CIA and the Mafia. 

• • fall for this gimmick again? Perhaps for a while, but once the flag-

/ 
The enormous profits, laundered through CIA playgrounds like draped c�ffi!'s start rolling in from South America, George Bush's _

-.... pre-Castro C�ba and Mafia resorts like Las Vegas, fmanced CIA andf drug war 1s likely to become a very hard sell indeed.

� · ... \. _. Mafia tenonsm at home and abroad. When the Viet Cong seized I
� 

)' I I LOOKOUT - ' · ' '-
'� control of .the Golden Triangle, the CIA, its livelihood threatened,;, ' / ,&vii;ti,I• 111

••·.�llltf8!!l:i!ll�Despite ten years of war, the opium fields remained in the hands a. L t •11 CA 95454o� the C?mmunists. Things settled down, the CIA made deals with ay ODVI e 

I 
used Am�can troops in an attempt to regain its drug monopoly. lE,........._, PO Box 1000 • , 

Vietnam s ne'Y rulers, and after several years, Southeast Asian heroin• 
was once agam v 'l bl · Ameri 

• 
. • a 81 a e 11? eyery can city. · Lawrence Livermore Editor and Publisher 

The Junkies were sausf1ed, but the CIA and Mafia were not Chris A I 
' · · 

Paying a fair price to the Indochinese farmers and the commi� ppe gren, Assistant Editor 
• �-:: mi<f<!Iemt;n took an intolerably large chunk of their profits. The Contributors: "M", Aaron Cometbus, Alex Roberts, Marty Maceda,
� pubhc bemg unlikely to support any crusade to recapture the do Barney Love 

producing region of Indochina, CIA drug lords found themselves Subscription Rates: 
casting about for new sources of income. 

They found it in South American cocaine. Coke had been readily 
...,�available in this country, in fact was legal until 1914 but 1t 

�ed a �ialty item until it caught on with the hippie �d rock 
music scene ':'1 th! 1970s. With the aid of various hit men, thugs, "'.,lr'.illlll""lo..al 
!!Ild mercenanes e_JeCted from Cuba after the revolution, the CIA got l 

USA: $l{1SSue 
Canada, Mexico: $1.50{1Ssue 

Europe, South America (via air mail): $2.S0{usue 
Asia, Australia, Africa (via air mail): $3/issue 

m IIllO the cocaine trade in a big way. ..,, "."� 
..-.�t�' By the beginning of the 1980s, cocaine prices had tripled and "'�� 

the �g. had beco!'1e pop�Iar across a wide variety of social strata . ..,. � • 1/ /.,,,.,,/. 
The bil!�ons, po�1bly trillions of <lei� �enerated sustained� -i\\--. 
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Bill Bailey Vs. The Lorax 

The Once-ler of Laytonville t 

The national media have come and gone, Bill Bailey and family 
have had their mugs plastered across the pages of People magazine, 
and Laytonville has been elevated from a local to an international 
laughingstock. 

'The town that tried to ban Dr. Seuss" is an image we'll be stuck 
with for a long time, thanks to Bill and his lovely wife Judith, not to 
mention the cowardly members of the school board who knuckled 
under to the Baileys' bully-boy tactics. 

Commentators like myself who specialize in satire and sarcasm 
have a field day when the likes of Bailey trundle such patent lunacy 
into the political arena, but it's not really that funny when you stop 
to think about it. 

While the Soviet Union and other Eastern European countries 
are broadening the freedom of expression, quite the opposite is 
happening here at home. Our local book-burners might seem 
ludicrous - in fact they are by any objective standards - but what 
they are about is the same ugly business of censorship that is always 
a hallmark of totalitarian societies. 

It's invariably done under the pretense of "protecting" people 
against dangerous ideas. Through the centuries we now know as the 
Dark Ages, the church kept whole populations in ignorance of 
anything beyond their spiritual and temporal obligations. It wasn't 
until the ecclesiastical monopoly on knowledge was broken that we 
were able to enter the Renaissance that led to the formation of 
modem societies. 

Since that time the prevailing trend has been toward more 
freedom of thought and expression, and the United States of America, 
with its Constitution and Bill Of Rights, led the way for much of the 
world. The suppression of ideas came to be regarded as far more 
dangerous than the ideas themselves. 

That has changed in recent years. Schools, libraries, 
publishers, and artists are coming under attack from political and 
religious extremists attempting to prohibit the dissemination of 
ideas other than their own: A few weeks ago, the State of California 
knuckled under to Christian fundamentalists and agreed to present 
aspects of the pseudo-science of "creationism" in stale schools. 
Excellent books like Catcher In The Rye and To Kill A Mockingbird
have been yanked from classrooms and libraries across the country. 
Thanks to threats from Tipper Gore's PMRC, stores and record 
companies are afraid to handle anything but the blandest, most 
inconsequential forms of rock music. 

Bill and Judith Bailey deny that their campaign against The

Lora:. constitutes censorship, that in fact they are merely attempting 
to shield our second graders from having to deal with complex moral 
issues until they are a bit more. mature. This sounds ingenuous 
enough, but let's face it: the issues raised by The Lorax are not at all 
complex. They are easily understandable to a second grader, and that 
is precisely why Bill Bailey won't be satisfied until the last Lorax is 
drawn, quartered, and nailed lo the last redwood stump on the 
Northern California Coastal Desert. 

What, after all, was it that set Mr. Bill off on this tilt at the 
windmills of free expression? His son Sam read The Lora:JJ: and 
recognized his dad in it. The portrait of the greedy and 
,megalomaniacal Once-ler bears an uncanny resemblance to Bill 
Bailey. You'd almost think Dr. Seuss had been lurking around here 
doing research. 

Bailey, unfortunately, is an unregenerate Once-ler; The lorax's
villain at least learns a lesson from the destruction he has caused and 
urges the reader to plant new Truffula trees and make a world where 
the Lorax will be able to return. Once-ler Bailey, on the other hand, 
takes the 1984ish approach of trying to wipe out all memories of 
Loraxes, Truffula trees, or a time when the land was given over to 
anything other than producing endlessly escalating supplies of 
Thneeds. 

Because Bailey owns about half the Laytonville school board, 
there is still a good chance that he will get his way and that The

Lora:JJ: will be banished. Tragic as this would be, it's symptomatic of 
a larger and very disturbing trend. 

Where once the purpose of education was, at least in the ideal 
sense, to teach young people how to think, it is now being reduced 
to a son of job training. This is not job trainiltg in the 
conventional sense; students regularly graduate without a complete 
or even adequate sense of the skills required by employers. 

Instead it attempts to eradicate the tendency to question or 
doubt. It seeks to produce a generation of workers who will 
unhesitatingly follow orders and who will abdicate responsibility for 
the state of the world lo those they have taught are their betters. 

We can see the results of this type of education. Many loggers 
and mill workers show a blind, almost familial loyalty lo multi
national corporations who use and discard them like so many spare 
parts. They believe the assurances of their bosses that there will 
always be enough trees for them to cut, if only the hippies and 
environmentalists would get out of their way. They are unwilling or 
unable to make the connection between silted-over streams, the 
disappearance of the salmon and steelhead, declining water tables 
and recurring drought,s that have followed in the wake of 150 years of 
clearcutting. \ 

These people are' not stupid. They are merely showing the 
effects of an educational system that has directly or indirectly lied to 
them for most of their lives. At the risk of sounding unduly 
charitable, I would suggest that Bill Bailey himself is a victim of 
that system. And while we should extend our sympathy to him. we 
can not allow him in his ignorance to tamper with the educational 
future of our children. 

The Laytonville schools have in many ways bucked the national 
trend by steadily improving during the past few years. There is a 
camaraderie among teachers and students that most big-city 
administrators can only dream of. Part of the credit for this has IO go 
lo Superintendent Brian Buckley, but it is also due to the influence of 
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the many new parents and students who have moved lo thi4;. area in 
the pasl decade. 

This is nol to suggest thal the newcomers are necessarily 
superior lo the old-timers in intellect or ability; merely that they 
havi brought a variety of ideas and ways of thinking into an
env1ronmenl that had been quite homogenous. All great advances in 
civilization can be traced lo the cross-pollination of cultures and 
philosophies, and we should welcome new ideas into our own 
community, nol try to stifle them. 

In The Lorax, Dr. Seuss makes a very good case against greed 
.and reckless environmental practices. If Bill Bailey thinks the 
doctor is in error, let him present us, and the children, with a better 
case. Show us the book, Mr. Bailey, thal will pul a good face on 
what your friends in the logging industry are doing to our land. 
Instead of bullying and braggadocio, show us through intelligent 
argument the truth and justice of your cause. · 

Outside of your place of business, Mr. Bailey, you fly a large 
American flag, but I maintain that every time you interfere with the 
·free dissemination ofideas, you disgrace that flag. There is much
wrong with the American system and the American way of life, but
one thing we can be undeniably proud of is the right to read 'and say
'and think whatever we choose. When you try to deny that right lo
our children, you strike at the very heart of what is best about this
co�try.

fd also like to say how proud I am lhal the overwhelming 
majority of our community stood up to the Baileys (and let's not 
forget the Harwoods, whom we would have expected to know better). 
I wish the issue were dead and buried and that we could now go on 
with the business of building a happy and sme future, but rm afraid 
that's not yet the case. 

In fact, just as this issue was going to press there was news of a 
new assault on academic freedom. A coalition representing corporate 
timber and chemical-based agribusiness persuaded the Board of 
Supervisors to block the showing in county schools of a film that 
illustrates how salmon and steelhead fisheries have been almost 
wiped out by logging and agricultural practices. 

Again the business interests are not trying to argue ideas, only 
to prevent their discussion. They have not offered an alternative 
film demonstrating how the fisheries have benefitted from tons of 
silt and pesticides dumped into north coast rivers. They have not 
offered an alternative explanation of where the salmon and steelhead 
have gone. They simply want to keep people ignorant until their 
dirty work is done. Then, perhaps, with the forests gone, and the 
streams dead, and the great north coast reduced to a toxic desert, they 
may bring themselves to admit, "Well, perhaps you 
environmentalists did have a point after all." 

We can't affqrd to wait that long for the truth. Neither can our 
children. 

• 

The Death (Or Was It Murder?) Of Detroit 

My Home Town Isn't There Anymore 
. DETROIT --- We can only imagine what it must have been like. 

We· have stories and sketches, and in the far north, little enclaves of 
wilderness where we can still close our eyes and imagine the soft 
splash of paddle against water, the almost imperceptible sound of 
birch bark canoes gliding through one of the thousands of rivers and 
streams that crisscrossed this rich and fertile land called Michigan. 

So thick were the forests that the native peoples often found it 
easier to journey by water. So numerous were the trees that it must 
have beqt unimaginable that the puny efforts of man could ever make 
a dent in them. 

. But the forests are gone, nearly all of them. Of the vast stands 
of hardwood that covered the south, almost nothing remains; in the 
north, the remaining softwoods are rapidly disappearing into the 
maw of industry. In their place we have farms, some prospering and 
others srluggling, we have great cities and sprawling suburbs, we 

have acid rain, soot-colored air, rivers brown with sludge and laced 
with chemicals. 

Much of that damage was done before our time, by men who, 
while they may have motivated by greed, were also motivated by a 
desire to secure a home and a future for their children. It is easy to 
conclenm the consequences of their act_ions, but I would prefer to give 
them the benefit of the doubt, to assume they did the best they could, 
that they could not have understood the full implications of the 
course they were setting for society. 

When I was a child, Detroit did nol seem like such a terrible 
place. It was a bit dirty, yes, and function had long taken precedence 
over form, leaving us with miles of box-like tract homes and hideous 
smoke-belching factories, smelte{s; and refineries that made some 
sections of the city resemble the fetid outback of one of Dante's 
hells. 

But the noise and pollution, the thick smell of sulphur · and 
carbon that blanketed the city on humid swnmer nights, the rivers of 
molten slag that colored the eastern sky with a vivid orange light 
almost bright enough to read by, all this added up to prosperity, and 
Detroit.en for the most part considered themselves a lucky people. 

Except during periodic slowdowns in the auto industry, there 
was usually work for everyone, and at good wages. Poor southerners, 
both black and white, flocked there .to man the assembly lines for 
Mr. Ford and Mr. Chrysler. A man who in the hills of West Virginia 
might have barely been able to feed his family could move to Detroit 
and soon be buying his own home and driving a brand new 
Chevrolet. 

,_ 

With prosperity came amenities that softened the impact 
industry was having on the land. Outstanding art and historical 
museums, excellent libraries and schools, beautiful parks, broad 
boulevards, a first class symphony orchestra, all contributed to the 
feeling that our city was as fine a place to live as any in America. 
And while a New Yorker or Chicagoan might sneer at my naivete, to 
a young boy like myself, Detroit was an urban wonderland, filled 
wirh all the excitement and promise, and perhaps just a hint of 
danger, that one could expect from a mighty city. 

When I was ten years old I took my first trip downtown on my 
own, to take advantage of free piano lessons offered by Grinncll's 
music store. It seems almost unthinkable today for a child of that 
age to wander alone in the middle of a major city, but in 1957 my 
parents saw no ,;eason to worry, and indeed, I never had the slightest 
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bit of trouble. 
I was no stranger to downtown anyway; my family had been 

going there as long as I could remember, to shop, to attend free 
concerts on Belle Isle, to go through the museums or simply watch 
the boats go by on the river. And of course at Christmas time, when 
the city truly came· into its glory, we would make numerous trips to 
see the decorations and sample the Santa Clauses in the· various 
department stores. 

As I grew older I saw less of Detroit. I went to college in 
another city, and eventually moved to California. So did my 
brothers and sister, and though my parents stayed behind, they 
began spending their winters in San Francisco, so I had little reason 
to visit my former home town anymore. I knew from friends and the 
news media that the Motor City had fallen on hard times, but it didn't 
begin to sink in until my mom told me abou1 the day my dad drove 
down to the Eastern Market, parked practically in front of the place, 
and had the battery stolen out of his car while he was inside for no 
more than a few minutes. Yes, in broad daylight. 

I know it's too much to expect some junkie or thief to worry 
about my dad, a man in his 70s who's worked hard all his life and 
probably never consciously done harm to anyone, and I realize that 
in the world of modem crime, the theft of a car battery is a relatively 
petty affair. But the image of a white-haired man left stranded on the 
streets he used to brag that he knew like the back of his hand haunted 
me, and it made me wonder what had become of the Detroit I had 
known as a boy. Now, in my first visit in almost ten years, I have 
found the unhappy answer. 

It's gone. What was once, as we proudly learned in elementary 
school, America's fourth largest city, is hardly even there anymore. 
The great stores and office buildings, the bustling crowds and 
excitement of downtown, all gone. It would only be a slight 
exaggeration to say that you could roll a bowling ball down 
Woodward Avenue at high noon. The businesses that remain are _the 
sort you would expect to see on the back streets of a down-on-its
luck border town. Two or three blocks from the center of the city rats 
scamper through vacant lots covered with weeds and broken glass. 
By day the streets are nearly deserted; by night they are a wasteland. 

Twenty miles to the north or west or east, beyond the city 
limits, you will find huge shopping malls, parking lots packed solid 

. with cars, crowds of people with plenty of money to spend. New 
houses and businesses sprout overnight, just as they do on the outer 
fringes of Los Angeles or San Francisco. But in Detroit itself there 
is little hope. 

The city has lost almost half its population in less than twenty 
years. There are over 15,000 vacant buildings, and though the city 
tears them down at the rate of 2,000 to 3,000 a year, the number 
continues to grow. In a country where homelesness is becoming 
endemic, Detroit has literally thousands of homes that can't be given 
away. Magnificent structures that would be called mansions and sold 
for millions of dollars in San Francisco sit empty, their windows 
broken out and their interiors gutted by bored children or junkies 
playing with matches. 

My dad took me on a sad and meandering tour of the back 
streets, pointing out the spots where he had once lived or worked or 
played. He's a reserved man, not easily given to displays or 
emotion, but I could hear the hurt in his voice as he pointed out one 
ruin after another, describing in his dispassionate.manner the Detroit 
he had once known. He showed me the comer where he used to wait 
for the streetcar that he rode to work - the streetcars are gone now, 
and what's left of the bus system might' as well be - before we turned 
down the quiet residential street where he and my mother and I had 
lived for the first two years of my life. Mercifully, our block had 
weathered the years fairly well; there were only two abandoned 
houses. Our building wa5 gone, but in its place was an elementary 
school and a playground. 

The surrounding neighborhood was not in such good shape. On 
some blocks less than half the houses were occupied; still more 
shocking were the vast stretches of open land, empty except for 
weeds and the occasional tree. A first time visitor would never 
realize that thousands of solid brick and frame homes once stood 
here. 

Where have all the people gone? Those who coul(\ afford it have 

moved to the suburbs, or to other states where there is a better chance 
of finding work. The automobile industry has not recovered. and 
probably never will, from .the energy crisis of the 1970s an4 the 
subsequent shift in consumer loyalty to more fuel-efficient Japanese 
cars. 

But that alone would not explain why half a city's population 
would flee; many other cities have weathered similar economic 
upheavals. New businesses could have been created; with a little belt 
tightening, Detroit should have been able to make the transition to a 
post-industrial economy. 

Simply put, the city is unlivable. Unless you are wealthy 
enough to live in one of the few privileged enclaves, to sunoWld 
yourself with alann systems and private guards, the threat to your life 
and limb is probably equal to if not greater than that faced by _the 
inhabitants of Beirut or San Salvador. 

Detroiters swap amazing crime tales the way Californians talk 
about the latest real estate prices. There's the woman who drove her 
father to the entrance or Henry Ford Hospital, went to fetch a 
wheelchair for him, and returned to find both car and old man stolen; 
A man called 911 to report that an armed gang was kicking in his 
front door, to be asked by a bored-sounding dispatcher, "Are you sure 
they're not friends of yours?" By the time police arrived his wife had 
been raped and murdered and he had been left paralyzed. At least a 
couple girls are raped every week in or ·on their way to school. 
Drive-by shootings? They hardly merit a line or two in. the daily 
murder recap;· the latest thing here is the "pedal-by," where young 
kids on bicycles gun down their rivals. 

Well-fed suburban whites, some of them at least, point to. the 
rising tide of chaos in the inner city as evidence of their racial or 
political theories. It's the blacks, they say, ever since they took 
over the city's been going downhill. They are right in at least one 
regard: c�e in Detroit is largely committed by blacks. But it 
wouldn't" right to mention that without noting that almost 
everything that happens in Detroit is done by blacks. It is an 
overwhelmingly black city. 

Itis-also�a-desperateiy poor city. How much that has to do wilh 
the crime rate is anybody's guess. Rape, torture, random shootings: 
these can hardly be blamed directly on economic need. Clearly the 
social fabric in Detroit is dangerously close to unraveling 
completely. What if anything does this have to do with the race of 
the people who live there? 

Probably little or nothing. Detroit is an ugly window into a 
not-too-distant future. Its ruined buildings, its hopeless lives are the 
end product of the growth-at-any-price mentality that has driven ·the 
American economy for the past three centuries. Its shell-shocked 
inhabitants are the castoffs and leftovers of an industry that has 
extracted the wealth from the land and moved on to greener pastures. 
They are the human equivalent of the shattered remnants of strip
mined West Virginia mountains, of the vast piles of radioactive 
uranium tailings leaching death and deformity into New Mexico's 
soil and water for ·the next 10,000 generations. 

The color of their skin is relevant only insofar as it makes it 
even easier for prosperous whites to overlook the devastation that 
lies in the wake of their journey toward the American dream. Even 
many well-intentioned liberals fail to grasp that what is at work here 
in Detroit, and dozens of other American cities like it, is a system of 
apartheid in some ways more pernicious than that practiced in South 
Africa. 

No laws prevent blacks from moving where they choose, and of 
course they have the right to choose their own government. But lite 
the townships of South Africa, Detroit lacks the economic base to 
support itself. Nearly all the wealth is owned or controlled by whites 
from outside the city. The mayor and most of the city council are 
black, but they function almost entirely 'u employees of suburban 
ind us trialts ts. 

Five-term mayor Coleman Young provides an especially vivid 
example. While his political appeal consists largely of his ability 
to communicate in the argot of the stteet and to tar anyone who 
opposes him with the brush of racism, Young has devoted most Qf 
his career to looting Detreit's meager financial resoui;ees · ad 
delivering the lion's share o·f them to a handful of whit411 
multimillionaires. 
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Most of the fraud is committed in the name of urban renewal or 
"redevelopment." V asl chunks of federal tax dollars are kicked back 
to depressed cities like Detroit, where they are disposed of under the 
direction of politicians like Coleman Young. 

With his flair for public relations, Young has managed lo 
portray his white developer cronies as public-spirited benefactors, 
investing money and energy to restore Detroit lo its former 
greatness. In reality they are milking the dying city like a cash cow, 
siphoning off millions of dollars that could be used to rehabilitate 
housing, streets, and schools. 

Instead the money goes to things like the enormous trash 
incinerator whose construction decimated a neighborhood and which 
dumps tons of carcinogens and toxics into the already murky 
atmosphere. Half a billion dollars, enough for Detroit to purchase 
its own Stealth bomber, were consumed by this monstrosity which 
the state is ,llready ,,reatenfr,L: to close down for environmental 
reasons. Undeterred, Mayor Young is pushing ahead with plans for a 
companion hazardous waste processing plant. Bear in mind that we 
are talking about an area no more than a couple miles from 
downtown; an equivalent bit of urban pJann:ng would locate the New 
York City Dump in Central Park. 

Nearby one of the city's last healthy working class 
neighborhoods was demolished to make room for a new Chrysler 
plant while thousands of acres of empty city-owned land sat nearby. 
Another auto plant built with $170 million of city funds ostensibly 
saved 3500 jobs (approximately $48,000 per job), but it's worth 
remembering that auto workers are among the lucky ones who can 
afford to move to the suburbs, and most of them sooner or later will. 

Whal we have here is thinly veiled Reaganomics; the wealth is 
funneled to corporations and investors with the idea that some of it 
will trickle down to the levels where it is so badly needed. It is of 

course wildly inefficient, but it also affords maximum opportunities 
for graft and corruption. 

I wish that I could be more optimistic about Detroit's future. I 
wish the people could see how they are being sold out by their 
elected representatives and how their mayor, himself a bagman for 
monied white interests, is using the bugaboo of racism to maintain 
his power. 

But because racism is not merely a bugaboo, because it is so 
pervasive and entrenched on ho.th sides of the color line, I do not see 
a great deal of hope. What is happening in Detroit is a regional 
problem, but as long as the poverty and crime can be walled off 
behind artificial city boundaries, suburban whites can blithely go 
about their business pretending that the cancer 'devouring the center 
of this once-great metropolis has nothing lo do with them. 

Sooner or later the rage and despair that envelops Detroit will 
no longer be containable. The spectre of all-out race war is no 
longer as far-fetched as it might have once seemed. And that is the 
real tragedy, because the true issue here is not racial at all, but 
economic. Race has become a useful device to divide the haves from 
the have-nots, and in the process it made it nearly impossible for 
people to find common ground, to stand together and ask, "What 
have they done to our land? What have they done to our humanity?" 

It's not unthinkable that Michigan could one day be restored to 
the magnificent and pristine state in which the white man found it. It 
is, however, wildly improbable, as long as huge segments of the· 
population find it necessary to occupy themselves constantly with 
the bare essentials of survival. Detroit is a tragic monument to the 
failures of unbridled industrialism. It desperately needs leaders able 
to see that the way out of the wreckage does not lie in trying to 
reconstruct the immediate past. Instead it is cursed with a generation 
of vultures content to grow fat picking at its carcass. 

Pablo Picasso And The 
Uglification Of Modern Art 

Nobody ever called Pablo Picasso asshole 
... Jonathan Richman and the Modem Lovers 

Smarmy pop-rocker Jonathan Richman never distinguished 
himself much except in the eyes of the critics, but his memorable 
rhyme of, "Picasso" and "asshole" deserves credit for at least 
establishing a linkage between the two concepts. 

There are people who will tell you in all seriousness that 
Picasso is the most imponant painter of the twentieth century, a 
judgment that reveals more about the 20th century than about the 
quality of his work. Picasso's principal significance is that he. with 
the possible exception of Andy Warhol, best embodies the sorry 
state of modem an. 

Picasso showed considerable talent in his early years, but once 
he latched on to the cubist gimmick that would net him fame and 
fortune, he squandered himself on the mass production of schlock. 
Son of like the Elvis Presley of his day ... 

Elvis himself would have been just another loose-lipped swivel
hipped country blues singer without the aid of his personal P.T. 
Barnum, better known as Col. Tom Parker. Picasso did the King one 
better by being his own Col. Parker. 

Still, Picasso's knack for self-promotion could not by itself 
explain how he came to be taken so seriously in the art world. 
Salvador Dali, a more skillful painter and equally adept at 
manipulating the media, ended up as essentially a joke, exr.ept 
perhaps in the acid-dilated eyes of impressionable university 
students. 

The difference was that Picasso was annointed, canonized and 
enshrined by the hierarchy of critics, dealers, and curators who wield 
a near dictatorial power over what the public perceives as "art." As 
befuddled by the underlying principles of art as it is by the 
underlyins principles .Jf theology, the public grants these arbiters of 

taste the same all-pervading control over matters of culture that the 
medieval church exerted over religious life. 

Stroll through the corridors of the embarrassingly bad San 
Francisco Museum of Modem Art. Take a close look al the 
abstractions, geometric shapes, hastily daubed color studies, and 
mixed-media montages presented to us as the best art money can buy. 

Most of this stuff is just plain.ugly. Ask yourself if you would 
allow it to be hung on your living room wall. Then check out an 
exhibition, or even just reprints of some 19th century 
impressionists. Doesn't it make you wonder what there was about 
the arrival of the 20th century that suddenly made artists forget how 
to paint? 

Yes, it was a stressful lime, world wars, modem technology and 
all that, yet people didn't forget how to create music or literature or 
drama. But painting and sculpture hit the skids by the 1920s and 
have been degenerating ever since. 

Or did they? There are still good artists, surely even some great 
ones. Most of them are unknown. Some survive by doing 
commercial illustration work or cute little landscapes for the tourist 
market. Others paint only in their spare time, and outside of friends 
and family have no audience at all for their work. 

Very little of the great art of the 20th century is likely to find its 
way into galleries or museums within the lifetimes of the artists. For 
one thing, a massive housecleaning will be necessary before there is 
room for it. And try to imagine the outrage of taxpayers and wealthy 
patrons when truckloads of Rauschenbergs and Diebenkorns and 
Pollocks and Johns and W arhols on which hundreds of millions of 
dollars were spent have to be hauled out the back doors of America's 
publicly funded museums and deposited in the trash heap where they 
belonged all along. 

Predicting tastes and trends in such a nebulous field is a tricky 
business, but I have lide doubt that this is what ultimately will 

J 
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come to pass. By the middle of the next century, nearly every 
painter currently being lionized by the art establishment will have 
have become a joke; highbrow comedians in the year 2050 will 
probably need only to mention names like Pollock or Warhol to 
elicit uproarious peals of laughter at the expense of the 20th century 
booboisie. 

How did we get to this point? Artistic styles and techniques 
have always been prone to excess, and an artist unwilling to 
experiment is hardly worthy of the name. No doubt tons of schlock 
and self-indulgent foofaraw were produced in previous centuries. too, 
but with time most of it has been sorted out and we are left with a 
good sampling of the best. 

If such a process is still at work in our own time. it is painfully 
slow. The reason, I think, is that a fundamental change has occurred 
in the way the arts sustain themselves. 

Until the industrial revolution, supporting the arts was both the 
duty and pleasure of a tiny ruling class. If a painter or composer or 
writer wanted to move beyond the realm of hobbyist, it was almost 
mandatory that he acquire the patronage of the local lord or king. Art 
existed at the grass roots, but it had no means of propagating or 
preserving itself. A peasant or petit-bourgeois composer, for 
example, could hardly dream of putting together an orchestra to 
perlorm his work; even canvas and oils were beyond the means of the 
vast majority. 

The increased wealth of the lower and middle classes in the wake 
of the industrial revolution created an artistic as well as a political 
realignment. In a very real sense, the masses were now able to be 
patrons of the arts. 

Nowhere was this more evident than in music. Orchestral music 
went into a precipitous decline as talented young people found 
themselves attracted to more upbeat and popular styles like ragtime 
and jazz. Artists and writers too found new outlets for their work, as 
magazines and cheap paperback books flourished. Through the first 
two or three decades of the new century, painting also moved ahead 
on a variety of fronts, reaching its peak in the German Expressionist 
movement. 

But that was pretty much it; it's been downhill ever since. The 
first signs of trouble came with the arrival of Dada, a well
intentioned idea that opened the floodgates to a century of bad an 
underscored by an even worse philosophy. 

"It was impossible to follow the Dadaists," one artist told me. 
"Once they were finished, there was nowhere to go but down." 

Datla, which had its heyday at the time of the First World War, 
has often been compared to punk rock, in that its purpose was to 
disrupt, ridicule, and ultimately destroy the established structures of 
art, theoretically leaving a blank slate on which new creative forms 
could emerge. Just as the punks protested against the bloated, 
pompous and self-congratulatory smugness of 1970s rock music, the 
Dadaists were outraged at the cloying beauty, the overwrought 
romanticism, and the social obliviousness of late 19th century art. 

As was also the case with punk, the most potent weapons in the 
Dadaist assault on established art were shock and humor. But in any 
war, humor is among the first casualties, and shock quickly becomes 
an everyday fact of life. The Dada movement was short-lived, but its 
legacy was a deep-seated mistrust of the conventionally beautiful 
that burdens artists to this day. 

One could argue of course that modem art is so determinedly 
ugly because it reflects the times in which we live. But that ignores 
the fact that some of history's most beautiful art comes from times 
when society was beset by horrors like slavery, perpetual warfare, 
and religious and social oppression. 

I think instead that the tendency of artists to shy away from 
beauty is that beauty deviates from the official format. Just as an 
18th or 19th century songwriter would not try to get h imself a gig at 
the local palace by composing ditties about cutting the king's head 
off, a modem artist must be careful not to incur the wrath of the 
establishment critics for being too "sentimental" or "decorative." 

In lieu of what has traditionally been considered beautiful, 
modem art demands. a high degree of abstraction and novel1y. H the 
results are incomprehensible to the general public, all the better for 
the scholars and salesmen who make a living explaining it. It's 

analagous to the church keeping its sacred texts in Latin for. centuries 
a!,ter �e lan�uage fell into disuse; it didn't need a bunch of peasants 
ftgun_ng thmgs out for themselves and asking disconcerting
quest tons. 

When art is reduced to pretentious gimmickry, another pUrpose 
is also served: it is stripped of any social relevance. If a work is 
neither understood nor understandable by the vast majority of 
people. we can not expect it to have any great effect on them. A 
painter might give his efforts grandiose titles like "Alienation in the 
Modem Age" or "The Horrors of War," but if the average person sees 
only some childish splotches and squiggles on an otherwise 
inarticulate canvas, nothing has been accomplished except to give 
social commentary a bad name. 

The failure of modem art is further underscored by the massive 
disinterest shown in it by ordinary people. Art has developed into a 
two-tier society, the "fine" arts, which cater to approximately 2% of 
the population and receive 98% of the public funding, and the 
"popular" arts, which receive almost no subsidies at all and survive 
for the simple reason that people like them. 

Popularity is the kiss of death in the art critic's world; allowing 
the worth of a work to be determined by how much people liked it 
would of course put him (almost always a him) out of a job. This is 
why rock and roll has never been taken seriously as an art form even 
though it is clearly the most important music of the twentieth 
century, and why jazz was not regarded with any respect until 
virtually all sponaneity, creativity, and joie de .,;.,,e had been bred 
out of it and replaced with a bloodless cerebralism that precisely 
parallels the perverse pointlessness of modem abstract painting. 

None of this should matter except for two very vital concerns. 
The first is the vast amount of public and private money that goes 

• into supporting enterprises that, while masquerading under the name
of art, are fundamentally inimical to the pursuit of beauty and truth
that underlie all true arL

Even that can be overlooked, however; a real artist can ply his
or her trade without government subsidies or the approval of the an 
establishment provided that the public sees the value of what is
being created. But the greatest crime being committed by the system
now holding sway is that it maintains the illusion that art can only
be created and enjoyed by a privileged and educated few, and that the
vast majorily of us should be content to watch television, hum along
with beer commercials, and leave the serious business of art to our
betters.

Fortunately technology is opening up new channels of
communicll.tion that are not so easily monopolized, and underground
an of all varieties is flourishing. An enterprising young person with
a knack for drawing or writing can, with the aid of a xerox machine.
perhaps a personal computer, and the US Post Office, be reaching
thousands of people around the world before the highfalutin_g critics
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are even aware of his or her existence. Cheap and easily available 
equipment makes the swne true for music, in fact for most art fonttS. 

Now that ordinary people have the tools within their grasp, all 
that remains is to destroy the illusion that there is something less 
valuable about art which lacks the imprimatur of the would-be 
authorities. People need to become confident in the powers of their 
own judgment. Anyone with a functioning central nervous system 
can look at a painting or hear a piece of music and decide whether it 
is beautiful or ugly, uplifting or degrading. There are no experts 
when it comes to art, only those who have found it in themselves to 
create art and those who are still afraid to lry. 

Berlin: One Wall Down 

America: Still Lots More To Go 
In Lookout #27 (August 1987) I reported on a visit to the two 

Berlins and railed against the Wall that divided them. I concluded 
that the Wall would be with us for a long time, that the best we could 
hope for was its gradual erosion. I was wrong, and I'm glad of it. · For. anyone who's lived in or visited Berlin during the last 
twenty-eight years, the Wall was an inescapable monument to hiiman 
brutality and stupidity. Its dismantling is not only a victory for 
freedom, but a demonstration of that which is best about the human 
species, the ability to learn from and rise above past mistakes. 

I thought of my friends in Berlin and wished like anything that I 
could be there with them. Some of them don't even remember a time 
when there wasn't a Wall. 

I do. I wu only 13 the summer it was built, but I was outraged 
with the unreuoning pusion that only a 13 year-old can muster. 
Who did those people think they were? Why didn't our government 
send in the troops and teach those Russians a lesson? If I had been a 
few years older, I might have marched down to the recruiting office 
and volunteered to lead the charge myself. 

When I finally had an opportunity to visit the Wall, I was much 
older and, hopefully, a little wiser. I no longer saw the Eut-West . 
conflict in black and white tenns, though it wasn't easy to come up 
with any justification for what the East Germans and their Soviet 
cohorts had done. 

A few East Berliners still bought the argument that the Wall wu 
necessary to protect their fledgling socialist society from the 
corruption of the West, but most of them saw it as a relic of the 
arteriosclerotic bureaucracy represented by dour Communist Party 
boss Erich Honecker. 

"Nothing will change until Honecker is gone," I heard again and 
again, and the assumption was that Honecker would not leave until 
he was carried out in a coffin.· 

But East Germans finally decided they could not wait that long, 
• and took to the streets. It had been over 35 years since East Germany
had seen mus demonstratioru, and those were brutally crushed by 
the East German and Soviet armies. This time the results were far 
happier, 

Honecker was sent packing and replaced by Egon Krenz. Krenz
'was at first dmded as another hard-liner, but within weeks he was 
·looking more like the German Gorbachev. What he was saying
might have seemed like mere rhetoric, but people were allowed to 
continue meeting and protesting, and there even began to be serious 
talk of elections like those that had happened earlier this year in the 
Soviet Union.

Still the pace of change must have seemed glacial for many East
:Gennans, especially the young. Through Hungary, Czechoslovkia, 

and Poland, thousands of them came pouring into the West, and short 
of turninJ the entire counlry into a giant concentration camp, there 
was nothing the East German government could do about it.

Seen in that light, the opening of the Wall represents only a
victory for common sense, but common sense has never been a 
salient fearure of East-West geopolitics. I would prefer to think that 
the East German authorities, like their Soviet counterparts, hav.e
finally realized that freedom and socialism are not incompatible. On 
the contrary, I suspect that the well-documented failures of Soviet
style communism stem not' so much from inherent flaws in Marxist 
economics (though such flaws surely exist) as from the paranoid 
unwillingness of East bloc leaders to trust and listen to their own 
people. 

The unseemly haste of American right wingers to claim credit
. for the changes sweeping Eastern Europe ignores the fact that the 
protest movements are not exactly demanding a shift to American
style capitalism. Europeans on both sides of the Iron Curtain are 

.,horrified at many aspects of life in this coiner of the free world. 

"Is it true that if a sick person doesn't have money, he won't be 
admitted to the hospital, even if it means he will die?" I was asked by 
more than one East German. 

"Why do you force the black people in America to live in suchterrible slums?" others wanted to know. 
"How is it possible that in such a rich country you have grandfathers and grandmothers eating from garbage cans?" was 

another pointed qqestion. 
The Wall was a stupid and brutal mistake, one of many made by the East German government. But the fact that the government has now moved, however belatedly, to correct its error is a hopeful sign. It indicates, as do events in Poland, Hungary, and the Soviet Union,that c9mmunism is capable of reforming itself. 
Whether those reforms �ill go far enough remains to be seen, 

but in the meantime we might be better off asking whether our 
capitalist system is equally capable of restructuring itself. The walls 
which divide the United States are not as obvious as the Berlin Wall, 
but they are no less oppressive, and because many of us do not even 
acknowledge their existence, they are much more difficult to tear 
down. 

No concrete barriers or barbed wire or guard towers separate 
Bedford-Stuyvestant from Manhattan, or Watts from Beverly Hills, 
but they might as well. A young person born into America's vast 
underclass can see the wall blocking his or her path to a decent 
education or a worthwhile job even if it's invisible to those who 
have erected it. The 37 million Americans who can't afford basic 
health care don't need bricks and mortar to remind them of their 
second-class citizenship. 

Just as the East Germans were able, through television, to see 
but not touch the prosperity and freedom on the other side of the 
Wall less fortunate Americans have opulence and excess pushed in 
their' faces every day, knowing full well that it will always remain 
tantalizingly beyond their gr�p. Whether �n:iericans will 
ultimately take to the streets m numbers suff1c1ent to force 
meaningful change is another matter; it's harder to rally people 
against the invisible walls that divide them than against a blatant 
symbol of oppression. . . . We can rejoice with our German brothers and sisters m lhe1r 
hour of victory, but let's not forget that the cause of freedom still has 
a long way to go in this counlry as well. The bureaucrats and petty 

'tyrants haunting the halls of power in our own nation's capital are 
not that different from the brain-dead Stalinists who ran Eastern 
Europe into the ground for several decades. 

The fact that the Soviet Union has produced a Gorbachev while 
our much-vaunted system can generate no more than a Bush and a 
Quayle does not bode well for us. At a time when the balance of 
power is shifting all over the world and most of the underpinnings of 
American foreign -policy have been rendered obsolete, we are saddled 
with a leadership still mired in the rhetoric and tunnel vision of the 
1950s. 

The current government's profound lack of imagination will 
probably lead to the United States' having a greatly diminished �ole 
in world politics, which, after half a century of throwing our weight 
around at will, will come as a relief to most of the globe's 
inhabitants. It will probably also lead to a reduced standard of living 
for us, just as Britain entered a steep decline after it was stripped of 
its empire. 

The trend now, and• it is a sensible. one, is toward unity, not 
rugged individualism, toward cooperation, not competition. A 
united Europe, particularly when it incorporates the East bloc 
countries, will dwarf the United States. While we continue to 
squander our inheritance playing war games against an enemy that no 
longer exists, Europeans on both sides of the fast-fading Iron 
Curtain will be sharing resources, technology, and markets. We can 
go with them or go it alone, but if we fail to take this opportunity to 
gracefully end the Cold War and start working for a peaceful future, 
the tide of history will clearly be going against us. 

El Salvador: The Light At The End 
Of The Tunnel Was An FMLN Train 

It's a little-known fact that the combined armies of North 
Vietnam and the Viet Cong were soundly defeated by United States 
and South Vietnamese forces during the 1968 Tet Offensive. 

But while they may have lost the battle, the Tet Offensive was 
the turning point in the war. For years the American people had been 
told that the situation was stabilizing, that the commumsts were o!1 
the run, that peace was just around the comer. In the wake of Te:t, 1t 
became painfully obvious that the government had been lying. 
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Public suppon for the war rapidly withered away from that point on. 
Because the United States has never committed combat troops to 

El Salvador, the public is much less aware of the war there. Mos� 
people have a vague awareness that there's some trouble going on, 
and those who follow the news know that the US has been spending 
something like half a billion dollars every year lO help the 
government of El Salvador defend itself against the Marxist FMLN 
guerrillas. 

Some are bothered by the fact that the US is supporting a 
government controlled by a neo-fascist party best known for 
murdering thousands of its opponents by means of anonymous 
"death squads" made up of off-duty soldiers and police. The US, on 
the other hand, argues that while the EI Salvador government clearly 
has some deficiencies, it is trying to reform itself, and besides, it is 
the best we can hope for. 

At any rate, State Department spokesmen have been announcing 
the past couple of years that the war was nearly over and th.eguerrillas almost completely crushed. It thus proved a bit 
embarrassing for · them when the moribund FMLN launched a 
nationwide attack and even took over large parts of San Salvador, the 
country's capital. It was the Tel Offensive revisited. 

"A last desperate attempt," said US spokesmen. "This only 
proves the FMLN knows it has failed," claimed the El Salvadoran 
government. . .. Brave rhetoric or not, 1t lOok the El Salvadoran military,
equipped with the latest rockets, 6om�s, and heavy artillery fro'!1 
the United States, over a week to dislodge the rebels from their 
positions. In the process over a thousand civilians were killed, 
nearly all by government bombing and strafing of heavily populated 
areas. 

Through all this carnage the United States continued to express 
its suppon. The US ambassador and CIA station chief bragged �t 
the guerrillas would be out of there any day now. Even dovish 
Senators like Dodd and Kennedy condemned the FMLN. 

That changed ,drastically when it was· discovered that 
government death squads had been active ag� this time mmdering 
six Catholic priests who had spoken out agamst the war. Senators 
Dodd and Kennedy were horrified, demanding that aid lO EI Salvador 
be cut off, wanting to know how the United States could be involved 
with such vicious criminals. Even the State Department 
acknowledged that some excesses might have been committed. 

Yet as obscene as the massacre of the antiwar priests was, it 
could have not been any more obscene than the hypocrisy of the 
senators and congressmen who were suddenly shocked to find that 
the El Salvadoran military was doing exactly what they had been 
paying them to do for the past ten yeaJS. 

Are the Jives of six priests really worth that much more than the 
thousands of peasants killed in daily carpet bombings of _the
countryside? Most victims of the death squads wore no clencal 
collar, but they were equally undeserving of their fare. Because the 
United States deems it necessary to crush a left wing rebellion. it has 
been willing to make alliances with right wing fanatics, pay for 
wholesale and systematic murder, and tum a tiny, impoverished 
Central American country into a police state. 

Am I alone in thinking that this is a strange way of �motmg 
the cause of democracy? And am I the only one who was sickened to 
hear George Bush compare our butchery and brutality in Central 
America to the struggle for freedom in Eastern Europe? 

Though it should hardly need to be noted here, the Europeans 
have one huge advantage over the Central Americans. Their big 
next-door neighbor is helping them. Not killing them. 

Random Rantings ... 
Older readers may remember P.J. O'Rourke, who rose to 

prominence as the often extraordinarily funny editor of the National 
Lampoon. Nowadays !te mos�y writes, for large �urns of money, in 
establishment organs like Rollmg Stone and Esquire .. 

In recent years I've noticed a change creeping into O'Rourke's 
humor. His once manic blend of satire, farce, sarcasm, and outrage 
has acquired an unmistakable mean streak. the sort we've come to 
associate with the massively unfunny Bob Hope. What O'Romke 
attempts to pass off as breezy cynicism reads more like the 
increasingly bitter self-hate of a writer who put himself up for sale 
one too many times. 

One example of O'Rourke's wit put lO the service of the highest 
bidder: an impassioned defense of the Audi Motor Company, 
attempting to demolish with breathless sarcasm those fuzzy-minded 
liberals who think the government has a responsibility lo protect 
consumers from shoddily manufactured goods. In his article, for 

which he of course received not a ceni from the Audf Company and in 
fact only wrote because of his lifelong sympathy for underdog 
corporations that are constantly getting pushed around by citizen. 
bullies, O'Rourke casually remarks at least several times how any 
moron knows that Audi is one of the finest CIIIS made. Anyone who· 
has ever owned one of the mediocre BMW wannabes can cenainly 
disabuse him of that notion, though a check in the mail would 
probably do just as well. 

Churning out bad ad copy disguised as a magazine feature is 
small potatoes, though, compared to the puff piece O'Rourke 
produced for the Bush administration in Rolling Stone, a 
reprehensible corporate music journal that younger readers will have 
a hard time believing was once (mistakenly) associated with the 
counterculture. 

The story recounts O'Rourke's adventures a t  the Bush 
inauguration festivities, which as any TV viewer could have 
observed, were an orgy of smug self-congratulation for the rich, 
well-connected, and shameless. O'Rourke admits as much in his 
piece; in fact he revels in the fact that he is one of them. He portrays 
the Bush gang of CIA assassins, drugs and guns runners, and neo
nazis as somehow hip because head thug Lee Atwater hired some 
mostly over-the-hill Negro musicians for one inaugural bash, not 
botheri� to point out that black folks sang and danced for their 
masters m slave times, lOO. He waxes rhapsodic over the obscene 
sight of corpulent Republicans weighed down by their jewelry and 
their jowls attempting lo "boogie down" while bellowing about how 
they had bought the election and now they were going to cash in for 
the next eight years. 

The worst thing about O'Rourke's flackery is the way it attempts 
to mold public opinion while pretending lO report it. We are assmed 
that across the country there is a quiet contentment with our new 
leaders, that "everyone" is amazed lO see what a statesmanlike leader 
George Bush has suddenly evolved inlO, that we have all taken sweet 
old Barbara and her stupid dogs inlO om hearts. 

O'Rourke might be forgiven such egregiosities on the frounds 
that he never talks to anyone outside his tiny inner circle o power 
and drug abusers, but anyone of his intelligence could hardly be 
unaware that Bush is about as populBr as Herbert Hoover (he was 
trounced by Mikhail Gorbachev in a Gallup poll of rabidly right 
wing Orange County, California), is in office by default, thanks lO 
the other party neglecting to run a candidate, and that well over half 
the American people are so disillusioned with the eleclOral process 
that they have given up completely on it. But then how much money. can you make tliese days telling the truth? Not enough lO keep 

· yourself in good standing with your local coke dealer, that's for sure.
Bye, P.J. 

Late update: P J. has continued to sink like a stoM in the slough
of intellectual despond. In an article in a recent Rolling Stone, 
O'Rouru goes so far as to announce thaJ he's forswearing his own
drug habits to show· his wholehearted support for drug czar Big Bill
HiJehead 'Em" Bennett, whom PJ. finds to be "a nice guy." In the
article O'Rourke also accompanies District of Columbia police on a
raid where. he is horrified to learn that crack houses have dirry
carpels, refers to the Nicaraguan contrm with the Reagan-Kirkpatrick·
doublethink term of "democratic resistance" (Democratic?? Who in 

-
' .

the hell ever voted/or these guys acept CIA bagmen?), and urges all
riglu-thinking Americans to get be�ind the drug w� today lest t?ie 
s011CtitJ of our suburban lawns be invaded by hulldng Negroe� with
bad gr�• 

1• -•' • .,_..J • -..J the u• HA,• Jl1 Obviously my ear ,er anuiysis unaerestimalca s -ion. no
OM could have paid O'Rourke to be thaJ stupid. Clear ca.re of drug

. indJu:ed brain damage here.

Not far behind O'Rourke in the high-stakes toady department:· 
Sonoma County author Paul Erdman, who a decade ago made a few 
million bucks predicting the imminent collapse of the economy and 
very possibly society as well. . . 

Now Erdman has recanted his doom and gloom prognostications
in favor of rosy-glow optimism. Reaganomics has worked
admirably, he assures us, even if it wasn't alway� in good laste.
Inflation has been conquered, recession has been avoided, and we can
all look forward lO many years of raking in the loot.

"We� of course refers to five or ten percent of the population.
the very wealthy who have prospered from trickle-down theories of
income redistribution, and has little to do with the overwhehning 
majority of Americans whose real income has s�y declined for 
almost twenty yeaJS. The hundreds of millions of third worlders who 

· live under slavelike conditions and/or starVe to death apparently
don't count at all. 
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Erdman's awareness of the plight of the ordinary citizen came 
dlrough loud and clear on a radio interview, when he was asked how 
high the minimum wage needed to be for someone to be able to 
survive on iL The noted economist, who as it turned out did not even 
know what the minimum wage currently was, hemmed and hawed a bit 
before allowing, "Frankly, I find that a very boring subject." Not 
half as boring, rm sure, as some lady trying to raise a couple of kids 
on $3.35 an hour. With aristocrats like these, it's easy to understand 
why the guillotine caught on in such a big way in post-revolutionary 
France. 

O'Rourke and Erdman are of course mere pikers in the 
pathological-liar-for-hire department compared to Paul "Good 
Morning America, It's Time For News" Harvey, who has been 
polluting the airwaves with his folksy brand of hatemongering since 
my grandfather's day. 

Harvey will lend his patented sincerity to any product or cause 
capable of meetini his fee, but shows a decided preference for true 

· loony-tunes matenal like the Institute to Build More Nuclear Power
Plants or Amaiiamated Agrichem & Carcinogenics Inc. Despite his 
rabidly right wing politics and his open contempt for anyone who is 
not white and R5>ublican, he has an audience that cuts across age, 
class, and party Imes, and which, I must admit, sometimes includes 
me. 

Why? Well, he does have a style and pizzazz that more liberal 
oommentators would do well to emulate - politically correct doesn't 
have to equal boring - and there is a ce� morbid fascination in 
seeing what new depths of preposterousness he'll plumb. The other 
night I was listening to his evening show, "The Rest Of The Story," 
which features an anecdote consisting of even more sheer hokum 
than his "news"cast, winding up with a surprise punch line. 

This particular one was about a health spa in the Rocky 
Mountains where a regimen of diet and exercise was imposed on its 
overweight clients. After a lengthy description of the luxurious 
facilities and surroundings, Harvey added, "And all this, room and 
board included, costs only $450 a month." The punch line of course 
was that this was a fat farm for dogs. 

· Ha ha. Pretty cute, huh? End of broadcast. Yeah, I suppose it 
would kind of spoil the mood to make any kind of comment about 
dogs goin$ to diet centers while people eat out of garbage cans, but 
somehow 1t couldn't escape my notice that the $450 a month it costs 
for Fido to get whipped into shape is close to what Joe Blow who 
works for the federal minimum wage of $3.35 an hour is supposed to 
get by on (after taxes, of course, and why someone making $3.35 an 

-hour should have to pay any taxes is another thing that is quite
thoroughly beyond me).

Speaking of taxes, I'll bet you're all excited about President
Bush trying to get the capital gains tax slashed? Boy, once all those 
wealthy capitalists are able to unload their stocks and real estate 
without having to fork over so much of their hard-earned profit to 
greedy old Uncle Sam, the economy is going to take off like a
rocket. There'll be new jobs galore, and I imagine famous 
philandrropists like Donald Trump will share their good fortune by 
greatly increasing their already substantial conuibutions to charity. - Of course nothing worthwhile comes without sacrifice, and so· it 

, may be necessary for some of us less wordly people who don't traffic 
in capital gains and in fact may not even be exactly clear what they 
are to maybe pay a little bit more in taxes ourselves. But since our 
share of the tax burden is so measly anyway, it shouldn't bother us 
too much to have our sales tax and our gasoline tax and our Social 
Security tax increased. Sure, we might have to cut back a little on our 
buying, but whoever said happiness came from material things? And 
if our getting by on a little less can'put more money in the hands of 
those sharp bankers and investors who know how to put it to good
use, won't we all be better off in the long run? 

Yes, I know what you're saying, if they cut my •taxes instead of 
Donald Trump's, then maybe I could buy some new clothes or maybe 
some furniture or some books for my kids, and wouldn't that create 
more jobs than Frank Lorenzo taking over Eastern Airlines and 
firing half the employees? All I can tell you is that you just don't 
understand high finance, and you should just leave such complicated
things to our leaders who know besL After all, isn't the economy 
booming? Aren't more Americans working than ever before? Let's 
just be happy with what we've got, and thank President Bush for 
looking out for the best interests of all 'of us. 

Stroh's Gobbled Up By Neo-Fascist Chemical Company 

The Sad Demise Of One Of 

America's Last Decent Beers 
�he city of Detroit doesn't have much going for it anymore; 

ev� its sports teams are lousy, except for the Pistons, and they play 
out m the suburbs. 

But one thing Detroiters used to be able to hold their heads high 
about was S11-oh's Beer. 

It wasn't exactly top-of-the-line suds, and I doubt many German 
Canadian, or even Mexican brewmasters would have been much 
impressed by it, but for American beer it w11S11't bad. 

America is of course renowned for producing some of the WOTSt 
beer on earth, if the foul-tasting carcinogenic chemistry lab outtakes 
generated by the likes of Anheuser-Busch and Miller could be 
dignified with the name "beer." 

I don't know what the chemical contents of Stroh's were· 
��can_ brewers have mlll!aged through the judicious application of 
pohttcal influence (read: big bucks) to be spared having to reveal 
just what rank substances go into their intoxicants. But Stroh's did 
have something almost all other American beers lack: taste. 

It wasn't the greatest taste in the world; but it had its own unique 
character. The advertisers claimed it was the special "fire-brewingH 

process; locals supposed it had more to do with the distinctive 
essence of Detroit -River water, a view I myself subscribe to, since 
Vernor's Ginger Ale and even Detroit-brewed Coca-Cola seemed to 
possess the same quirky bite. 

Once I m�ved to California and got caught up in our snobbish 
penchant for imported beers (or maybe it's just our snobbish 
penchant for not wanting to poison ourselves: did you know that 
every major American beermaker would be in prison if he or she uied 
to practice their chemical craft in Germany? Really; it's against the 
law to put chemicals in beer there.), I more or less forgot about 
Stroh's until I paid a visit back east and found my old friends still 
drinking the stuff. 

I had to admit it was pretty decent brew, and even lugged a 
couple sixpacks back to Frisco with me, since at the time Stroh's 
barely made it west of Chicago. For a while I'd ask anybody coming 
out for a visit to bring me some more Stroh's. 

Then I heard what seemed al the time to be great news. Stroh's 
had bought out the country's third biggest brewer and was _going 
national. I'd be able to get my old home town beer even in 
Laytonville. 

Unfortunately I was about to learn an unpleasant lesson about 
the S0s . world of corporate takeovers and mergers. Instead of 
extending Stroh's quality across the land, the strategy was to tum 
Stroh's into the same lousy beer that all the other companies were 
pushing. 

What I thought was the last straw came when, while nursing a 
particularly bland and tasteless Stroh's, I idly read the list of 
breweries on the can and noticed that Detroit was not among them. 
Relatives back east confirmed the bitter truth; the new improved 
Stroh's had closed down its century-old Detroit brewing facility. 

No more Detroit River water? Well, it wasn't really Stroh's 
then, was it? 

But just when things couldn't have gotten any bleaker for 
Stroh's-lovers, they did. The axe fell, in fact, while I was visiting 
my parents in Detroit, just a couple days after my dad and I had 
stopped in at the Stroh's headquarters downtown for free beer (yes, 
that's my kind of beer company). 

What had once been America's best brewer had just been bought 
up by its woTSt. Stroh's was now the property of Adolph Coors, the 
neo-nazi manufacturer of the most rancid excuse for beer ever to stink 
up a barroom. 

The taste of Coor's alone should be sufficient grounds for 
everybody involved in its manufacture to be shot down like dogs, but 
Coor's esthetic crimes pale into insignificance alongside its 
political and moral ones.· The Coor's family has for years funneled a large share of its 
profits into some of the most idiotic right-wing, racist, and 
ecologically destructive causes a warped American hyperpalriot could 
oome up with. 

Money for contra guns and drugs? Ask Mr. Coors. Want to sue 
the government for permission to snip mine a wildlife refuge? Talk 
to the Pacific Legal Foundation, an anti-environment task force that 
is practically a subsidiary of Coor's beer. Wonder who buys 
positions of influence for psychopaths like James Watt? Follow the 
plutonium-laced course of Rocky Mountain spring water right up to 
little old Golden, Colorado. 
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The trouble with most American beers is that the chemicals they 
contain appear to permanently impair the mental facilities of the 
people who drink them. This is particularly true of Budweiser and 
Coor's, for example, both of which have been proven to induce 
stupidity in laboratory rats. 

So while normally I'd have faith in the ability of American 
consumers to realize that they're being poisoned, I'm afraid that vast 
numbers of drinkers who take their instructions from TV 
commercials may have already suffered irrevocable damage to bolh 
their reason and taste. 

But if you haven't yet fallen victim to this insidious plot, if you 
haven't succumbed to the syrupy imprecations of Phil Collins or 
Stevie Winwood to drown your faculties in the swill of Michelob 
(Budweiser by any other name) and the friendly gang down at the 
Silver Bullet still look like a bunch of redneck zombies who should 
have silver stakes driven through their hearts, lhere may be hope for 
yo,u. 

Boycott all American beers, especially Stroh's/Coor's and 
Budweiser. If you can't afford imports, brew your own. but as long as 
our government allows beermakers to pawn off beer-flavored 
chemicals on us in lieu of the real thing, you'd be nuts to let lhat crap 
past your lips. 

And if you've already been dowrung American schlock-beers for 
ten or twenty years? Well, really, I doubt you would have been able 
to read this far. In fact you're probably plopped in front of the TV 
right now watching Wide World Of Golf and fantasizing about the 
blond bimbo who was peddling tires on the last commercial. 

I missed the· quake by only a few hours, and I was back in the 
Bay Area two days after it happened. Ruins were few and far between 
in the East Bay - besides the collapsed Cypress structure and the 
caved-in section of the Bay Bridge that I never get to see, I didn't 
notice much more tJian a few collapsed chimneys in Berkeley. 

Oh, but you should see SanFrancisco, everyone said, it's much 
worse over there. 

I didn't make it into the city until about a week after the quake. I 
drove downtown by way of the Marina and aside from a couple 
collapsed garages, didn't notice anything more drastic than the tom 
up streets where they were fixing the gas mains. There were streets 
that were blocked off, so I imagined that's where all the real ruins 
were. 

Mordam Records, in the south of Market area, was my 
destination, and there I found that one comer of building had been 
roped off by the city as unsafe, and there were big cracks in the 
cement floor, some of them several inches wide. The brick building 
across the street had lost part of its facing and was tilting at an 
unsettling angle, as were most of the buildings in the neighborhood. 
To be f .ili, many of them appear to have been that way since lhe '06 
quake. 

All in all, though, I concluded that the "historic" earthquake had 
failed to live up to its media notices. I mentioned this to Tommy 
Strange in the office at Mordam. "Yeah," he nodded. "Of course I 
lost my house." 

Luckily Tommy is such an easy going guy that he was able to 
overlook what might have been a new low for my legendazy foot-in
mouth-itis. Anyway, he's since found a bigger and better house in 
the same neighborhood, lacking only a backyard, so all's well ... 

One benefit of the disaster was the torpedoing of the China Bay 
baseball stadium, which was the tip of an iceberg of schemes, scams, 
and frauds in lhat grand old Frisco tradition possibly best represented 
by the complete disintegration of ,City Hall during the 1906 quake 
due to its having been constructed mostly of sand. Seems these guys 
were friends with the mayor and ... 

The "downtown" stadium had nothing to do with baseball; it was 
a Trojan Horse being used by city politicians and development 
in�r�sts get approval for the massive "city within a city" known as 
M1ss1on Bay. 

Mission Bay is being presented to the public by City Hall and 

the corporate media as a fail accompli, even !hough plans for it still 
haven't been completed, let alone approved. Nonetheless, the 
taxpayers are being asked, or rather told, to finance the 
transportation and utilities infrastructure that will make Mission Bay 
not only possible, l·ut inevitable. 

The bulk of the public transit improvements to be paid for out of 
the new half cent sales tax, for example, will be for the benefit of 
Mission Bay, even though it's possible the project will never be 
built. In the arguments for the China Basin stadium, proponents 
re�ularly cited how well the stadium would be served by public aansit 
"since we're building all these new lines to Mission Bay anyway." 

The Seventh and Townsend stadium that was trounced by the 
voters two years ago involved a direct quid-pro-quo with Southern 
Pacific, owner of the Mission Bay land. The city got the land for the 
stadium; SP got permission to build its new city. The China Basin 
deal, while a little murkier in the specifics, assumed as a foregone 
conclusion that Mission Bay would be built. The intention was 
obviously to get the city to spring for all the transit, road, and 
utility improvements, and then say to the voters, "Well, we've 
already built that whole infrastructure; it'd be a shame not to use it." 

And why shouldn't Mission Bay be built'? Doesn't the city need 
to grow, to produce new housing and jobs? What about all the 
homeless? How are they ever supposed to find a place to live if the 
city won'l let any new houses be built? 

Yeah, you'll hear plenty of talk like that, and about 99% of it 
comes from developers and speculators or their hired hands in the 
media. They don't have to live anywhere near the mess they're 
making of San Francisco. 

The city right now has no room to grow. It is choking on its 
own excess, driving ordinary people from their homes to make room 
for parasitic legions of overprivileged yuppie drones. More offices 
and luxury condos will only compound the problem. San Francisco 
today produces very little of real value; attracting several thousand 
more insurance agents, marketing specialists, and high-powered 
consultants will only create a further drain on our resources and 
accelerate lhe departure of those old-fashioned individuals who know 
how to make, build, or fix things that people can actually use. 

There could be room for some growth in lhe city, quite a bit of it 
in fact, if it were approached in an intelligent manner. Right now at 
least a third, possibly as much as half of San Francisco is given over 
to the automobile. Replace half the streets with cuuununity gardens 
and the other half with small, economical houses. Yes, of course 
leave some room for the streelcar and cable car tracks, and while 
we're at it, why not open up some of lhe rivers that flo"-' under many 
of lhe streets of San Francisco? 

It will probably take a greater disaster than the eanhquake of '89 
to produce the kind of changes lhat the city needs, and that's too bad. 
With respect to lhe environment and the qualil, of life enjoyed by its 
ordinary citizens, San Francisco has been near disaster for some 
time, and the earthquake merely served to make lhat more obvious. 

The fact that voters were wise to the stadium hype, does, 
however, increase hopes that Mission Bay itself will now never be 
built, which in turn increases the chances that the city will be 
allowed to grow in a heallhy and organic way rather than continue to 
be turned into an asph�It rat's nest indistinguishaMe from the 
faceless corporate headquarters that nearly every Amtdcan city has 
now become. · 

Ci.ances are still slim, though, with much of lhe half cent 
"transit" tax being targeted toward building and improving highways 
when San Francisco needs more cars about as much as it needs 
another earthquake. It was heartening to see how, following lhe 
quake, many people .. ,ere finally calli:ig for a complete re 1.1cturing 
of the Bay Area's transporatior1 system. 

Let's not just go back to business as u·;ual when the B:,y Bridge 
re-opens, they said; let's take this oppom,nity to stllfl ph� '!!. 01:\ 
lhe private aulo and start brinr,ing the buU of our comrrn · in c 
buses and trains and ferries. l1 would appear to make em[ 1,.,, good 
sense, and the cleaner air and reduced noise levels w•.•nld be a godsend 
to San Francisco, but at lel· 0:Jr now the ,::ty still :a,,� committed 
to subsidizing the automot,lie and oil industries at the cost of 
everyone else's quality of life. 

In the meanlime, I gues,, we can just strap on our gas masks and 
wait for the oil to run out or the real "big one" to arrive. People 
always have been slow learners, generally refusing to grasp a lesson 
until the only alternative is total annihilation. 

Moving right along ... 
011 the anniversary of lhe atomic bombing of Nagasaki, Chico's 

Channel 12 weatherman Afllhony Walt followed llp a newsreel shot 
of the rruuhroom cloud billowing over the city with "Well, ii was liol 
in the valley today, but not thal hot.," sending the rest of the news 
team ifllo minor hysterics. EBP-DA | www.eastbaypunkda.com
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': 
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ii ,SATANIC ALERT!!! : never quite sure what theyll be feeding you. One day earlier this 0-.; 

Th E '} Q C T U • , month we were treated to a solid ten minutes of the latest 
� e Vl ne omes O kiah (And ; developments fron: Baja.�alif��ia and San Diego County. �oth�r ·, ''l
-,. /,,,, Blends Right Into The Population) l day a!most all ot the . local. news seemed to be happening m . ;.,· . 1 . • ._ Georgia and Flonda. Is 1t possible that KUKI shops around and only -1 ') '.ll\'i �--H b \ . . � ... �,' " ',, I ' I • ' b . . . . ' . •· way w th. thin f · bo t Uk' h d'dn' , uys us news on sale, hke the wrre services say, hey, we re having a ,., s e ere was some g unny a u ,a , , t , 1 1 U • d • • ,/1\.:. you'l Theories have ranged from chemicals in the drinking water to ► c eapKnUceK slad:don Southeastern. mtbrie . Sftates ,terns thIS wee!�? th , t/'itoo much inbreeding to the close proximity of the old State Hospital " 1 manage_ to get m � e but thorough garb mg of e ., at Talmage. Another suggestion was that an experiment being 1 Lorax controversy up m Laytonv,lle, after, of course, the story had V\conducted by space aliens .had gotten out of hand. \ already been given full play on the San Francisco stations and the � �ut thanks to a candidate in the recen� Ukiah School Board ·) national networks. "Laytonv ille parents won a temporary 1-"1. , elect�ons whose name I've forgotten (I ho� n's safe to as�ume she - victory when the school board voted to substitute other reading I was1,1 t el�ted), we n_ow know the truth. behi�d the sullen ev,l powers � material for the controversial Dr. Seuss book," K UKI told us, when ' lurpnmkmg fuevlleryblwherefrom thLoat �retchepd lift�tl� city_ thlat ahppl_ears to have - in fact the school board had done precisely the opposite. Simples g - own m uis1ana- act 1c s toxic eac mes. · · · f · · iIt's SATAN. Yes, the homed and cloven-footed one has been m1s�orma11on we can org1ve -. we _al�ost expect tt fro� our local 

exceedingly active in the Ukiah Valley of late, possibly because of media - but tar worse w� the 1mphca11on that Laytonv,l�e parentsthe uncanny resemblance it bears to his usual place of residence. So t were a howling mob of ignoramus book banners, when m fact at . ·, ,. successful has his latest campaign been that he now numbers 150 least 80% of the parents at the school board meeting were there to 1�� Ukiah High School students among his disciples, or so we are told. protest B. ill Bailey's pro-stupidity campahm� ,. _ _ -, �-. · ,:tiis al�ng !1-ews could have panicked the entire population, � • • :- • - : "-f, especially cons,dertng Satanists' well-known (as featured on both Citizens Finally Doing Somethmg Geraldo and Oprah, so don't tell me it's not true) penchant for human J • • dd}' s�ifices and orgies of rape and violence against innocent little L About Garbage; Supes sun F1 ing � children and household pets, all conducted to the beat of horribly - • • - - - - .-- - -- ------- ,_. -:::.:' loud heavy metal music. With county landfills rapidly overflowing and the earth's "/ Fortuna�ely,_ Ukiah pol.ice chief Fred K�plinger announced that ; resources continuing to disap�ar into an ev�r-increasing mountain I["he h!d the s1tua11on f�ly m hand, and that m fact the school board of junk, local government continues to drag its feet on even one of :CS candidate was overstating the problem. 1:he 15.0 Satan worshippers, the mildest possible solutions to the problem: recycling. I j he de�ared, were not all enrolled at Ukiah High S�hool; many of The main reason we haven't already had mandatory recycling for ,... . tern ere nhormal, everyedday membersdof the c?mmhb unity. They could years is that waste is profitable for some, at least in the short run. • anyone, e suggest , your next oor ne,g or the cop on the . 1 · th h beat, your county supervisor. ' You will also hear some peopl� c am� that e govemn_ient as_ no 
t. When asked how he could ensure the safety of the citizenry right to tell them what to do with their garbage, but this knee-Jerk � Keplinger just smiled and urged the public to be calm. "I've heard � (with the emphasis on jerk) logic somehow overlooks the fact that 1> 1 sprig of �arl�c worn around the neck can be helpful," he told the resources being plundered to create that garbage belong by right :\• reporters, or ts that for vampires?'' to all of us. • / , - . Before departing the chief stale? that he was preparing to make In the absence of governmental responsibility on the issue, / ·\ f an m-d� study of contrab:ind. (?zz,e Osbourne _records in search of individual citizens have begun to take it on themselves. I'm proud to 

I 
cluekls. hhen asked _the s1gmf!cance o� the inverted pentagram report that Laytonville now has its own recycling center, located 

\ room. \' behind Gary's Village Cafe, just north of town. I believe the hours tnec ace e was wearing, he smiled cry pltcally and quickly left the _ - - - - - -
. ----- --;-- --. ----.. - ---- - are 9-4 on Wednesdays through Saturdays.I And He s Got Himself A Job At The Community efforts like this are necessary and laudable, but a 
\ · R d' St t' T 

\ �ore longterm_ solution may c�me from� ballot initiative now being 
_ a 10 _ a 10Il _ 00... --•· 1 circulated w_h1ch �oul� �c':lutre recycling thro_ughou'. the, county.;:__ In Lookout #33's Media Guide, I reported that KUKI's bargain- Anoth�r ob�10us �mg md1v1duals can do on therr own. don t buy so

-� basement newscasters hadn't yet leam_ed how to pronounce the names - muc� J�� m the frrSt place. - - • ._ __ ,...� of many local towns. That information may have been inaccurate; 
L k Q t H C e The Golf G k 

r further listenings indicate that they have a similar difficulty with OO U , ere Offi ee Smuch of the English language. · B K UKI d · · l taI ed t" ws aster Freddie Hopland, already infested with the lowest common denominator i ut • an its uruque Y ent noon ime ne c of tourists, looks to be sinking to new depths with the Fetzer ! Michaels have found a partial solution to the problem by Corporation's plans to convert 310 acres of agricu ltural land into a �-
\. discontinuing the local news. Oh, they still call it the local news, golf course. ,e \ but other than a couple of car crashes, they almost never cover The esthetic impact of pot-bellied middle aged men in plaid]_, · anything in Mendocino County (except of course the latest doings of polyester pants driving those stupid little cars around what could ' -- the Potter Valley girls junior varsity lacrosse team). Instead they : have been a perfectly nice field is distressing enough, but my real .. • furnish us with a bizarre melange of unrelated items apparently objection to golf courses is that they are enormous wasters of both -gleaned from the All-Albania wire service and only partially water and land. Especially water; the amount needed to keep all that I.Jl translated. grass green through a dry California summer could produce enough 'Q.t food to feed several cities . 
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L-P To Mendocino, Sonoma:
Shut Up And Drink Your Chemicals� 

I \� --

ataway ... 
At any rate, L-P managed to take our minds off their crimes 

against the Russian River (they must have so�e real whizzes in �e 
public relations division) with their latest zinger: a pl� to s�1ft 
milling operations to Mexico, where they can get away with paying 
workers a fraction of the already piddling wages they pay locally, 
and be free IO dump all the IOxic wastes they want (the Mexican state 
of Baja California is under the control of a pro-business party that 

.. -_-- :..,\' 
makes Republicans look almost legit). 

_ \ Thus continues the conversion of the North Coast into - ----. :-.. :-. -
b ---:--- fledged third world economy, something this space has· been Nobody knows how long Louisiana-Pac1f1c has een dumpmg . . • 

toxic waste into Hensley Creek near Ukiah, but they were first caught predicting for years. With the military on its way to eliminating 
at it in J 981 and have been at it ever since. The creek flows directly marijuana as a viable cash crop, and the lumber mills steadily 
into the Russian River, source of drinking water for upwards of l closing down as our logs and the jobs they represent disappear 
300,000 people in Mendocino and Sonoma Counties. overseas, employment opportunities diminish and multinationals · You would think that putting compounds like arseni� and . like L-P, G-P, and Maxxam can expect an abundance of bodies
chromium into people's drinking water would attract the attenuon of f willing to hack down the remaining forests for peasant wages. Byauthorities. And yes, it's true; the North Coast Water Quality -:- the turn of the century the trees will be gone and local residents willControl Board did look into Louisiana-Pacific's activities, and be reduced to cooking and cleaning for wealthy urban tourists whoeventually ordered them to Slop it. 

flock to our seaside resorts. If you've ever visited a Mexican town That was nine years ago. Every few months afterward, the Water ., 
Quality Control Board would remind Louisiana-Pacific to knock it like Puerto Vallarta or Acapulco, you get the picture. See the 
off, and L-P would ignore them. colorful hippies who once inhabited this area. Purchase their quaint 

Finally this year, the Board decided to get tough. They and primiti ve handicrefis, and perhaps with a little encouragement 
announced that beginning in January, L-P would be fined $5000 for and a small tip, they may burst into a native folk song or dance for 
each day the pollution continued. L-P ignored them again your entertainment." 

You'd think the Board would be pretty peeved by now, right? So The only positive side to L-P's escalating war on the people and 
what did they do? Why, they gave L-P another three months to stop resources of the North Coast is that at long last people are beginning polluting before the fine would be imposed. Then another month, to talk seriously about taking the necessary steps to get them the and another. I hell out of here. Proposals are being circulated to use the county'sFinally, it was August, and L-P was now up to something like • 

p di d th $300,000 in fines. And finally the Board said this time they were power of eminent domain to seize L- 's land ho! ngs an en 
serious, and this time L-P really was going to have to pay up. L-P :· operate them in a more responsible manner. This will never happen 
still ignored them. while the current Board of Supervisors remains in power, since two 

So what did they do? Seize L-P's assets? Shut down the plant? of its members, Marilyn Butcher and Nelson Redding, are bought and 
Arrest Harry Merlo? paid for by L-P, but with Eddie, De Vall, and Henry showing at least a 

Not exactly. Afraid that they might have hurt L-P's feelings, the few signs of independence, there may still be some hope. Board voted to reduce the fine to $10,000, chump change in L-P's While waiting for our government to take action, though (hope· world, and give them another three months. you're not holding your breath), any intelligent citizen should see When those three months had passed and L-P was still that there's only one responsible course of action: all out war on' poisoning the Russian River, you'd imagine that the Water Board 
Louisiana-Pacific. No piece of L-P equipment or property should be would be so mad that they'd threaten to hold their breath until they 

turned blue or some equally drastic action, but no such thing safe anywhere in the north state. 
happened; they just gave L-P another month. · Lo and behold, on November 1, L-P finally announced that a 
drain and treatment system was in place that would stop the 
pollution. And what did Frank Reichmuth, the Water Board's 
engineer have to say? 'They {L-P] did a remarkable job for the sho

. 
rt 

time they had. Now we ju.st have to wait and see how well it 
performs." 

Eight years of dumping carcinogens into the drinking water is a 
short time? And that's only the time since L-P was first caught at it. 
Why do I somehow suspect that the prime interest of the North Coast 
Water Quality Control Board is the preservation of the quality of 
Lousiana-Paciftc's profits? 

Laytonville Computer Disservices 
Our econo�yh;reabou� �- the state it is, I'm inclined to 

support local businesses and encourage others to do the same. Hell, I 
even used to shop at Bill Bailey's before he went completely over the 
edge. 

So when Randy Hust opened a computer laser printing and fax 
service upstairs from Boomer's, I was pleased. In my work I need 
both services a lot, and till now I'd been taking my computer 
printing stuff to either Ukiah or San Francisco. I figured it would be 
a lot more more convenient to do it right here in Laytonville, and at 
the same time help out a useful, non-polh•i.ing enterprise, the kind of 
thing we need more of around here. 

Let's contrast L-P's treatment with what would happen to you or 
me if, say, we were supplying crack cocaine to the county's 
elementary school children. Suppose we were caught at it in 1981.
Do you think we could successfully go before the judge and say, 
listen, your honor, l'd like to stop giving this terrible stuff to those 
innocent children, but it's going to take me a while to find some 
other way of making a living, and besides, my crack business has 
created a lot of jobs and it would really hurt the local economy if you 
made me stop it right now. So how about letting me slide for a few 
years? 

I expected Randy's place would be charging a bit more than I was 
used to paying in the city; people get that way when they have,. 
monopolies (speaking of which, has anyone ever figured out why · 

:t gasoline costs 15¢ a gallon more here than it does over the hill in 
,,,!,: Willits?) But I'm still reeling from the day I mistakenly wandered in

there to print out and fax a last minute story into the Anderson 

An argument like that would of course get you nothing but a 
quick trip to the state pen, possibly for the rest of your natural life, 
but when a corporate slimeball like Harry Merlo spends eight years 
filling your drinking water with chemicals that will give you and 
your children cancer, what does he get? Good citizen awards and ;,: 
loads of lucrative tax breaks, and more money than almost any of us 
will ever see in our lifetimes. 

Next time you see Marilyn Butcher and.her fellow swine who 
continue to run this county for the benefit of Mr. Merlo and others 
like him, you might ask her how she sleeps at night, but she'll 
probably just belch in your face and tell you, "Very well, thank you." 

Valley Advertiser. Three pages: $13.50. Federal Express would have 
been cheaper than that. $2.50 to laser print one page; in the city a 
typical price is 35¢. And we're talking about a town where rents and 
wages are not even half what they are in the city. Basically we're 
talking about plain old-fashioned greed. 

One. of these days I'll be getting my own laser printer and fax 
machine, and if I could stomach the thought of spending several 
hours a day in downtown Laytonville, I'd open my own shop and put 
his ass out of business. And before you say, well that's the reason he 
charges so much, because he is willing to put up with downtown 
Laytonville, I should point out that he wasn't even there when I came 
in; he had an employee doing the dirty work. 

"'ti u· d.U�UI. ..,. 
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Professor Livermore's Economics Made Simple 

MONEY: THE SCAM WHAT AM
Most of my fellow students in Econ 101 were not there

because of an ovapowering desire to familiarize themselves with
the workings of free market dynamics and the dialectic of supply

Capitalism an communism both suppose t�at wealth is
produced by human effort, differing only on w�1ch sector . of
society makes the greatest contribution and should m tum receive 
the greatest reward. But this is only partly true. The most

and demand important component of our planetary wealth is provided by theThey had enrolled in the class either because it was required or planet itself, in the form of air, water, soil, seeds, forests,because all the other classes were filled. The first day of school minerals, all the raw materials upon which industrial and post-they sat there wearing the gltlm looks of a gang of convicts industrial society is founded. waiting for the bus to Sing Sing. Given the absence of banks, stock exchanges, real estateWhen the instructor came bouncing into the room, there was offices, armies, and governments during primeval times, we can an audible sigh of resignation. But the guy got our attention assume that at some point in human history there was aimmediately. He was smiling, and moving around with the kind � reasonably equitable distribution of the earth's resources. An

I
of energy that indicated he was acroally glad to be there. Some of - individual took as much as he or she could eat or carry. How, in· us had managed to pass through 12 or more years of education /if the intervening millennia, did we arrive at a point where one manwithout encountering such a speclllCle. I "owns" hundreds of thousands, even millions of acres of food•"I'm a Marxist," he announced. "A dual Marxist, aclllally. I producing land while another starves in the street for want of adraw on the theories of both Karl and Groucho." bowl of rice?We breathed a little easier. We didn't know too much about It's very simple, you say. The first man had enough money

I
this Karl Marx guy, except that he had something to do with the to buy more land than he could ever use; the second man did not

. 
·• Russians, but we were all familiar with Groucho. have enough money for a bowl of rice. So the real problem here"You people are all terrified of having to learn economics," is money, or the Jack of it. he went on. "Don't be. You'll probably all get A's." Not quite. Money originated as a convenience; when you goWith that improbable promise, he had us in the palm of his shopping it's simpler to carry around coins or pieces of paper 

I
hand. than herds of livestock or wagons full of produce and precious"I can explain everything you need to know about economics metals. But we have become so used to money that we now think before this hour is finished. If there were any justice in the world, of it as having value itself, when in fact it always was md always , ·,,I'd do that, hand you your A's, and tell you to go out and have fun will be only a symbol of wealth. Real wealth remains the same: for the rest of the semester. I that which we can eat or wear or use. As long as people will take "UnforlUnately, the people who run the college won't let me our money in exchange for those things, money has value. do that. They insist that we all meet here three times a week for I Because money in itself has no real value, it is quite possiblethe next four months while I dole out bits of knowledge to you on for it to suddenly become worthless, as citizens of many countriesthe installmenent plan. If we don't go along with them, I don't can sadly attest. Such a thing has not happened here in theget pai<! and you don't graduate into your prestigious positions in United States since the days immediately following thethe wonderful world of business and government. This in itself t Revolutionary War, though, so it's difficult for most Americans toshould provide you with a valuable lesson in the kind of � understand how that could happen. -i
economics that really matters, namely who gets to do what to ( It's really quite simple. Take food, for example. Here is 3"whom. t something that has real value, unless, of course, you're not hungry � "So the best I can offer you is to try and be as entertaining as :ii and you have no way of storing it so that it won't spoil. In that ,possible, which is good for you because you won't be bored, and ll case, food, no matter how vital it is for sustaining life, is of nogood for me, because it will help me pursue my long-term C" use to you, and therefore has no value. ambition to quit teaching and become a stand-up comedian. So we Oh, but what if the family next door has no food? Then your ,have approximately 45 minutes of class left today; let's see if we ; food is of great value to them, and you could conceivably get � can get this economics slllff out of the way and move on to some them to give you anything or do anything for you in exchange for ,-more interesting stuff." � that food. And he was off, chalk dust flying, words ricocheting around ::::s It occurs to you that this is a good deal. Prelly soon you've.,1e room faster than we c, uld even' think of writing them down 

3 got everything that family owns, and they're practically your("Don't ,, :1er," he advise<.i "if you don't remember it, it probably O slaves. Then you get the idea that if you plant more food, you'llwasn't that important.") :1 was as if knowledge were being Ji be able to get everyone else in the village lo give you all theirconveyed to by osmosis. Ill' possessions and labor as well. When I walked out of that classroom, I remembered few of the < Of course· that would only work if you're the only one whospecific things he'd said, but I felt for the first time that I had a has food. So you start a sort of government, and the first law yougrasp on what economics was. and how it worked. In the c, pass is that only the government is allowed to grow food. If
� following weeks he managed to work nearly every aspect of � you're able to enforce that Jaw, soon everyone is working for you,
r economics into his developing standup routine. It was one of the � growing food for you, which you in tum use to pay them. Now ( best-attended classes I'd ever been in, almost everyone got an A, t/.1 substilllte "money" for "food" and you're on your way to getting ac:: and nalUrally the teacher got fired at the end of the year. 1t1 good grasp of how most economic systems work. I lost track of him after that, and don't know if he ever � Obviously there are some moral difficulties with such a setup,- realized his dream of becoming a comedian. But in honor of his ri but technically it would seem to be a thing of beauty. What could ( memory, and because I can't get fired for it, I thought I'd carry on l:o go wrong? Well, let's say you're the head honcho of this village,:...a his work by giving you a brief explanation of what economics is, ::.., have total control of the food (money) supply, and everyone in\;: how it works, and why the authorities will do everything they can C: town works. for you. Things might run smoothly if you leave wellto keep you from understanding it •. (Sorry, I can't promise to be � enough alone, but as we know, that runs counter to human natute. _. as funny as he was.) • Sooner or later, you're liable to take a look over the hill intoEconomics is really nothing more than the system we use to I-" the next town and see all these people who aren't working for

I 
divide up the wealth. What is wealth? It's anything that is useful, you, who don't even care about you, and who might even beeither in the sense of sustaining life, or making it more living better than you. You decide it's time to broaden your

, comfo_rtable. Where does it �me .from-iJ That's a vital auwon:.�,. J'' _ _ __ _  _ __ _  .AJ 
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- , "L _ 1111 n;m l····· �&II 7-.�-v�f�Tf � •�1horizons, �o you ch your people 7og'"Jerl and tell them that pay. raises, is cr�ating more dollars than there are goods ancf "� you (mearung they) are going to march over the hill and take over serv,,...,.� to buy WJth them. • -�· , that town and then they (meaning you) are going to be twice as The government can create money m two ways. One 18 pretty " rich as they are now. obvious: it can just call up the guys over at the printing plant and You might be able to persuade them simply by saying that say, hey, run us off a few billion in big bills, would you please? '\; \those terrible people in the next town said bad things about their B�t the trouble with that method is that it's too obvious. Too '\mothers, or spit on their flag, or face the wrong direction when many fresh $100 bills come rolling into town at one lime, and · they pray, but often that isn't enough to convince people to risk people are going to start taking them for granted, �ltl= their lives. Suppose your people tell you thanks, but no thanks, prices, asking !or higher pay. we11 just stay here and work in the same old cornfields from dawn The meaki_er way, the one the government uses when it wants to dusk and get our bowl of com at the end of day and be thankful to come up with really big sums of new money, is borrowing. we've got that much. Now when you or I borrow money, we become poorer, but it's · You find this frustrating, so you say listen, go invade that qui� a different r,natter when the government borrows money. Say town and I'll raise your pay to two bowls of com every day. That for instance, President Bus� �alls up the Bank of America and tells convinces a bunch of them to join up. Only now the ones who've !hem he needs a hundred billion dollars to pay for a new shipment joined your anny have twice as much com as everyone else, and of H-bombs and nerve gas. while they're waiting for the war to start, they go around trading The bank. happy to oblige, doesn't send a few trucks full of their extra com for new clothes or brass doorknobs or an extra set money over to the White House. It just marks in its computer of stirrups for their donkeys. Some of the people take a second that � �ovemment now has $100 billion in its account. Presto: job producing things to trade for the extra com. The economy is $100 billion created out of thin air. Oh, you say, but not really, , booming. because the government has to pay it back. But you'd be wrong. ) Then comes the fateful day that the war begins. Your anny You or I wou_ld h�ve � pay !t back. but the government doesn't. , marches over the hill and most of them are immediately killed by Why? Well, JUS! �agme you re a bank and the government owes the enemy, who have rocks and clubs twice as big as yours. , you a hundred billion bucks. What are you going to do about it?What's worse. the enemy is so irritated by this that they threaten Foreclose? to come marching over and annihilate your village. _More likely you'd do just what the banks do. Next yearYou realize you're in trouble, so you call everyone together 
Pr�s1dent Bush. calls up the Bank of ;America and says, well, we're �and tell them that they've got to work twice as hard as before in a little shon this year because the pnce of H-bombs and nerve gas f u1 order to gather bigger rocks and build bigger clubs. They're not , w�t up, an� you know, Star Wars and all that, so how about P. too excited about this, so you raise their pay to three bowls of ' lettmg us shde on that hundred billion? In fact, how about \, com a day. The economy booms some more. But not enough, 50 
slipping us another hundred billion to get us over the hump? And ' you raise the pay to four bowls of corn then five Pretty soon the next year and the ne�t year, same story. It's been like that you've used up all the com you had stored for a rainy day, and you ever since before World War II. have to go to your rich brother amt borrow some of his com. _Every so often the President will get on TV and tell theBut despite all this, you notice that the people in your American people, hey, we're in big trouble, we owe all this · � 3 . village don't seem to be working as hard as they should. Some of , money, so we're going to have to cut back on your Social Security- them don't even bother coming to work at all, and when you go to and close down a bunch of schools and I guess we'll have to raise 'If -:I C them and ask what the problem is, do they need another pay raise. 
your taxes, you understand, don't you, it's just that dam old � E they just groan and tell you, "We've got com coming out our ears. deficit. And t!'e peop!e go along, more or less, not that they � ._, We make it into popcorn, tortillas, fritters, and meal. We stew it, h�ve much choice; besides, they don't want the Russkies to get ;' � bake it, fry it, and scruh the bathtub with it. We can't even trade bigger rocks and clubs than we have. • -< it for anything anymore, because everybody in town has more But you know the really funny thing about all this money the • !: corn than they know what to do with. So go away and don't govemm�t owes? !3uess who it owes most of it to? No, not to j: bother us, and besides, Mr, Enemy over in the next town told us • all the little old ladies who bought US Savings bonds. Not even: that we can work for him and he'll pay us in pizza and beer 50 see \ to those dastardly Japanese who've been using worthless USIC you later." ' dollars to �uy up prac�cally everything of value in this country. ) tt So here we have an economic crisis remarkably similar to the Guess ag�n! The Uruted States government owes most of its )t- ones modem countries get themselves into all the time. We also money to itself! � have a good example of a basic economic phenomenon: inflation. Oh, they keep it less than obvious; on paper it appears that . Inflation is what happens when there is more money !he _go�emment owes money to all these banks and other financialrt available than can be productively used. It's also a device by mst1tut1ons. What we tend to forget is that banks are essentially & which gove�ents o� corporations can induce people to work for part of the_gov��t. It's like_ McDonalds, with all the different ::,rt less than their labor 1s worth. Most Americans get a raise every �nks having md1v1dual franchises,· only they crank out dollar!I 'O year or two, so it seems like they're getting �ead. It might mstead of . hamburgers. ::, ;:; appear a little strange to them that no matter how many pay raises �encan dollars may look and feel the same u they always Ul they get, they still can't afford everything they need, but they have. JUst as McDonald's hamburgers bear a passing resemblance ) � figure that just means they need to work harder. ' to food, but the nutritional content is rapidly approaching nil. c,: But while the number on their pay che.ck is going up, the That's the main reason that Asians and Europeans have been able .: value of the money it represents is going down. This is because ' to buy up so much of the United States. It's not that the Japanese )c: of another essential economic principle: supply and demand. and �e Germ� have suddenly gotten rich while we here in I- Strange as i_t may seem, the supply of money is bigger than the America �e having � work h� and harder just to survive.

t demand for 1t, so the value of it goes down. Whats really gomg on here 1S the law of supply and demand _ � This is where the story might be a little difficult for people again. Because the United States keeps producing more dollars, :) ; to follow. There's more money around than we need? Where is it they become worth· less and less on the international market. To !hen? The supply certainly isn't greater than my demand. a guy over � �urope, dollars �e nothing special the way they are S But the trap they've fallen info is the one we talked about to us. _They re Just a product, like com chips or cheese puffs. The- way back al the beginning. They've forgotten that the money only time he cares about dollars is when he wants to buy C itself has no real value; it's only a symbol of real value. What something in the United States, a car factory or a virgin redwood £: the government has been doing in order to buy all .the weapons forest, for example. _ . 
. ., . � ::, .. d . I . - . - ' .., ll . :::r s a. Ill 

(! an soc1a programs 11 wants and to be able to keep giving people :: I-'· rt I-' l> u::i O · ::i rt =' O t-1• _ c,o ti ,;j rr "'i rt I ..,.. I \ r1' QI " (I) r1' t; C � ,v ,- � 3!"'· I-' � ti !1 � C r1' j ft fJ 
'Q :r O :r 0, f-' t; f-' rt Ill ,,_ 
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1-1 M, fl So he comes lO the money stor�, aka the foreign e1u::hange part of the economy. Even the much-criticized soci programs aie

g � market, to buy some ,US dollars. Right now dollars are cheap; 
1
far healthier for the economy than military spending. A poor person,-; .. th!refore so are the things we have to sell. By the same token the, who gets a Social Security or welfare check is going to spend just

..,. ► pnce of Japanese cars or stereos �eeps going up for us, because to I about every penny of it on the fundamentals of daily life, all of
g_ lll ( them our dollars are funny money, JUst a step or two up from Mexican which produce economic opportunities for others.

I : :r � pesos. . Much of the money spent on the military, on the other hand, : I
sa, ,. .. At the momen� tht: United Sta� government owes about three winds up in Swiss bank accounts, stock speculation, and high. :rt- l"t a trtlhon dollars, which is an essentially meaningless number, since living. Some of it does trickle down to working people, but it's a: t'D l"t 1- no person or government in the history of the world has ever had 

: • ·! :: ll!lywhere near that much money. And it's even more meaningless highly �efficient way of distributing wealth, and just plain bad
, 0 "ti C'C smce, as I noted, the government owes most of that money to itself. economics. ' Hi rt (") The only thing that three trillion dolllar figure is useful for is lo You want further proof: take a look at the two most successful : .· • ,ii; he� us u�rs�d just how out of sync our monetary system is with econo�ies in _the world tod�y. Japan and W�st .<?ermany. Both
: :r OI � real1!f. It indicates that there are about three trillion more dollars countries provide for 1!1e social welfare of their citizens on a scale• l"t .. floatmg around than there is real wealth to back them up. that should make Amencans ashamed of themselves, and yet they are 1,· "1 ::, How could that be? Remember, the three trillion bucks is: not heavily in debt, their currency is respected everywhere, and a 1c, 0 fl) money we've already spent. So how could we turn loose that much: young Japanese or West German has every reason to look forward to ..:::, c, ►-' cash and have nothing to show for it? • a. prosperous future. 
:::: rJ. ; It's easy; it's just as if you took your whole paycheck and : Where do these countries differ most markedly from the United:D :::, rt squandered it on drugs and booze and gambling and then borrowed l States? Neither of them has· a large standing army, and most, Q •'-< against your paychecks for the next twenty y� and did the same > important, neither of them has nuclear weapons. Yes, there are other -: 'D t: :::r You'd .be massively in debt and have nothing to show for iL i,.; • important di�ferences, such as the racial and class divisions which :;, ,... � only.difference between you and the government is that you have to I affect the Uruted_States far more than they do Japan or Germany, but ,7'1'1 rt e pay It.back. Regardless of whether it's you or the government who > they are far less unponant than the way we have chosen to squander
J :r... owes it. : our resollJ'Ces over the. pa.st forty years.

rt 'g . The United States has gone from being the richest country in I • T�e So"'.i�t Union is now realizini that it_ can not afford to
:r CO history to the verge �f bankruptcy in an amazingly short time. What� mamtam a military-based economy, �d 1f the United S�at.es does nota, a, !13ppened? We fell mto the trap that has ruined nearly every empire , soon learn the same lesson, we wdl soon be consigned to the ' C m the past: massive militarization. ' backwaters of history. A rapidly uniting Europe will soon make us � f:1' Ii Even proponents o f  the Cold War and nuclear overkill ; look like small potatoes, and Asia is not far behind.

1 � r., acknowledge that such programs are staggeringly expensive. But, " • Poverty itself is no�g to be ashamed of; irying to cover it up •'"". S they argue, constructing bombs and planes and battleships and with bluster and pretense is. Contrary to superficial appearances, the ' 'J "1 s» maintaining standing annies around the world creates jobs and : United States is becoming a poor country because we have wasted our . Ii W therefore is good for the economy. wealth so badly. The solution is not to engage in more of the same, r : n, They're forgetting, however that while the military creates but to learn to live within our means. and to' invest our labor and ourm dollars, it doesn't create wealth.' Yes, the workers at the bomb wealth in productive rather than destructive enterprises. �.!.:,"�factory.get paychecks, but what they have built has no value and will ¥ <. ;:,-_ · _m_· ::a.r-_ •. �.·� · -
.......t,_ \.ll.pr?<luce �o further wealth (unless it is used, of course, but I don't - ·•11• -�\ · think that s the sort of economy most of us are seeking). Next lsSue: The Stock Marker, Corporate Mergers, and Contrast that with an enterprise that builds houses. Not only Popular Co11s11111er Frauds of the 80s, does the house. serve a useful but it becomes a functionin ""-:::;:-:;:;;:=:==���-_;;----
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It was the thirty-first day of what should have been a thirtyday vacation. One crumbling ruin after another, diesel fumes hanging malevolently in the air, a raucous din of car horns, unmuffled motor scooters, and a half million or so people shouting to be heard above it all. We threaded our way through the alleys and around chaotically parked cars, going nowhere in particular, determined to see all there was to see in three days or less. We were barely spealcing at this point, except to argue over directions or to complain about the other's pace or purpose. She wanted to shop for souvenirs; I was already mortified enough that she insisted on carrying. a tourist-style camera and snapping everything in sight. I knew enough Italian to blend in with the locals, and that was the way I preferred to travel. One of my most cherished memories of a previous trip to Rome was when an American couple stopped me, and in fractured Berlitz phrases asked directions to the Spanish Steps. I was able to tell them, without a word of English, and without ever letting on that I was practically their neighbor back in California. I liked to imagine that theywere as thrilled to have an encounter with a real Italian as I was to pass for one. But no one was likely to mistake us for Ital ians today. In addition to her camera, she was weighed down with two or three bags of knicknacks of a distinctly tourist sort, and a guidebook which she conspicuously consulted at nearly every comer. Oh yes, and a lengthy list of friends, acquaintances, and relatives who we still needed to buy presents for. I had been to Europe five or six t imes without buying a present for anyone, so we were at distinctly cross purposes. The amount of luggage we were trundling around had already doubled, al least, and we still had half a dozen countries to go. I toyed with the notion of stuffing a couple changes of clothes into a backpack and taking off on my own, the way I was used to traveling. But I couldn't leave her, not in a strange country where she didn't know a word of the language and even less of the culture and customs. Oh, she'd survive all right; given a week, she'd probably be ensconced in the country villa of some ersatz nobleman, a month, and she'd be the toast of at least some strata of Roman society. No, I wasn't sticking with her because she was depending on me as a translator, guide, and history instructor; I knew I could be \ replaced. I guess I was unable to give up the three years we had already invested into what we thought, or at least hoped, would be \ a permanent future. When I met her, I was amazed that I could attract someone so beautiful. Even though at the � I was juggling half a dozen girlfriends, I never thought of myself as especially desirable. If, like everyone, I occasionally fantasized about the ideal lover, my powers of imagination had never been equal to the reality that she presented. Oh, she had her faults, of course; not only was she no intellectual, but she tended to gel defensive in the presence of 
anyone who knew more than she did. Since I'd had about eight more years of school than her, that was a problem that came up often. Not that she was dumb by any means, even if you might have thought so if you judged her only by her limited vocabulary or her child-like attention span. But she was in fact astoundingly bright, if mostly in a nonverbal way, and I soon found her 

' teaching me as much as I was teaching her. She could have been a model or an actress, but she'd gotten strung out on drugs and was working as a waitress, trying to put her life back together when I first found her. I'd been having my �'• own drug problems, but at the time they were at least somewhat
under control. We got high on coke the first night we were together, but after that we hardly touched the stuff for a long lime.

Shopping We were happy lying in the sun at the beach, or riding up the :fo:1 1::n�g 1:1�;�:�t:��e�k�e;u�o':nan:y �!:g;ii;ar:� PJI quickly gave up all my other lovers, not so much because I wanted to, but because it was easier than putting up with her fits of jealousy. I was a jealous person myself, but once she'd decided that I was the one for her, she never gave me any cause for it. Still, it must have been a year before I gave in and conceded that we were more or less married. I tried everything to keep some distance between us, but nothing I did would discourage her \J I from spending every possible minute with me. I even moved a -1 , /couple hundred miles away. She followed me. Well, I reasoned, if I bad lo have a wife, I couldn't ask for a much better one. In addition to being incredibly beautiful and a passionate lover, she was constantly solicitous of my needs. She was a brilliant cook, she loved sewing, gardening, building, cleaning, all the tasks that I had a built-in resistance to. For the first lime since I had left my parents, I had a house that felt like a home. There were some aspects I didn't appreciate. Being pampered and fed so well, I developed a bit of a pot belly, and I missed the 
.1element of recklessness and danger that came from prowling the 

,1,,4late night city streets alone, open for all possibilities. Though we didn't have kids, a menagerie of cats and dogs served a similar f> function, and I sometimes saw myself as a harried suburban dad, a sort of Dagwood Bumstead being handed a list to take to the · / supermarket and being treated as a lovable, if largely incompetent boob. It was somewhere in the second year when the subject of rEurope came up. To go there was a lifelong ambition of hers; she flwas in awe of me for having been there so many times, and set about extracting a promise from me to take her there some day. To her credit, she earned most of the money herself, and J eventually I couldn't put it off any longer, so we set aside two months for our grand adventure. I was hesitant about the trip for two reasons: one, because I was used to traveling alone·, and the other, because we were no longer getting along as well as we once had. She was finding a lot more things to complain about than she used to. While it seemed that she had spent the first couple of years domesticating 4 ) me, she now fretted that I was an old· stick-in-the-mud, that· all I /cared about was sitting in front of the fire with my stupid 'f, newspaper, that I no longer showed an interest in hugging or kissing or making love with her at every opportunity. And it :was true; not only had I grown conservative and complacent, but there were times when I found her increasingly aggressive shows of affection irritating or even unpleasant. If I were younger or it were still the 1 970s, I would have dumped her and gone in search of new thrills. But I had done that so many times before; something made me want to stick it out this lime, to try for once in my life to do the responsible thing, to be, if possible, like my parents, who as far as I could tell, had never 
even considered giving up on each other. Maybe the change of scenery would revive some of the old feelings. Lately we'd both been drifting back into cocaine, but with our separate groups of friends, and though it was obvious what was happening, we didn't talk about it much, except to accuse each other of not sharing our drugs. I didn't like her friends much anyway, and mine didn't like her. It couldn't hurt to get off on our own. The first couple weeks were hell, spent in Paris with people she knew. I felt like a useless appendage, and spent half the time in bed with persistent migraines. But then we took off by ourselves around Spain and Portugal, and it was really nice. Portugal especially, because it was as new to me as it was to her, and being on a more or less equal footing as inncocents abroad led us to cling to one another with a passion we hadn't known for quite a while. 
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We should have never left Lisbon. Watching the city fade

away from the train windows was as painful a leavetaking as I'd
ever had, �pite having spent no more than three days there. 1:te
remaining hours of daylight �ere pleasant enou.gh; � remembering 
chatting with a businessman m Portuguese, which I d _managed �opick up a fair smattering of in a wondrously short ume: Spam
passed by in the night, and we spent the next day m some
godforsaken French border town because soJ?ehow we'.d miss� the
train. We spent most of the next night in the tram station at
Toulouse, freezing even in our winter clothes, and when the Rome
express finally showed up, the conductor took advantage of our
addled state by charging us more than li?ubl� the n�al fare �or a
sleeping car. When I tried to argue with hrm, h_e s�ply pointed
to the door and told me to either pay or get off his tram. . That was a foreshadowing of things to come. On previous
trips to Italy, I'd stayed in_ apension_e, '!J'ically spending no mo�ethan five or six bucks a rught. This ume we found ourselv� m
an expensive hotel with the ambiance of a poorly appomt�d
Howard Johnson's. On the way up to our room we got stuck m
the elevator for about a half hour. The next day we got charged 

nearly ten dollars for a couple slii;es of pizza. I� w:'5 �)ear. that we
were getting the full tourist treatment, and I didn t like it at all.
Naturally I blamed her. . . . Even eating was a constant cnslS. She was a vegetarian, no
easy thing to be in Italy, and even harder to explain. to an l�alian
waiter who's not the slightest bit interested in our bizarre dietary
practices. It seemed we SP_CDt half our time. studying restaurant
menus and I didn't help things any by refusing to use a ,phrase
book �r dictionary for fear of looking more like a tourist than I
already did.

I was equally opposed to maps; I irlSisted on finding my own
way through the central R�man m� that �fuddles even many
Italians. Sometimes my bhnd-leadmg-the-blmd approach worked
out well, guiding us into picturesque neighborhoods that few

, tourists would ever see. Other times we'd stumble into the back of
the ·bus yard or a panoramic overlook of _ the sewage plant.

That last day in Rome, a morning of stubborn silences
interrupted by some fitful bickering finally gave way to a sort of
truce.• Finding somewhere to eat lunch was even more of an ordeal
than usual, and by the time we settled on a place, most of the
restaurants were already closing up for the afternoon. We ate
outdoors, on a not very heavily traveled square somewhere on
Trastevere. It was warm for March, almost like summer, with the 
air hanging thick beneath a· lowering gray �ky.

Some hippies sat around a nondescript fountain, a �uple
others lethargically tossed a frisbee, and a small pack of childr_en
ran back and forth engaged in some game which had no readily
apparent point. For the first time in a couple �ays, we began to 
talk as )overs and friends, acknowledging that things had not been 
going so well between us, hoping that perhaps they would now
change for the better. , . It must have been nearly four o'clock before we set off again.
This time I vowed to make the best of it, even attempting to
enjoy another round of souvenir shopping. We crossed th_e river
on one ancient bridge or another, and wandered mto a
neighborhood I'd never seen before. Thei:e was som_e�ing
distinctly un-Roman about it; the colors, both of the buildings
and the objects in the shop wjndaws, were more garish than I was
accustomed to. It almost reminded me of a Mexican border town,
if you could imagine one built from solid stone and over two
thousand years old.

We found a store offering a more tasteful than usual array of
tourist gimcrackery. There were no customers inside, nor �y
potential ones besides ourselves on the street, and the la�y bc:hind
the counter appeared especially pleased to see us. Her frie�dlmess
seemed to go beyond a normal case of good salesmani:hip; she
chattered at us in a mixture of Italian, French, and English about
everything but what we might wish to buy. Her prices were
reasonable, too, and she even reduced them without being asked.

She was convinced that we were a happy young couple on our
honeymoon. While she carefully wrapped our packages, she told
us how she hoped we would always remember our time in Rome,

t 

--

and that maybe someday when we were old, and our bambini had 
bambini of their own, we would come back again and remember
the happy times we had had there.

So enthusiastic was she about our supposed happiness that I
began to believe it myself. I thanked her in my best Italian for
her kind wishes, and then as we started to go, she stopped us and 
said, "Wait. I know you buy these things to give to other people
for presents, so now I give you a present for yourselves." With 
that she plucked an ashtray from the shelf, wrapped it in tissue,
and stuffed it in our bag. It was decorated with one of those
pictures of the Colosseum that adorns nearly every piece of tourist
merchandise in the Eternal City, and couldn't have been worth
more than a, buck or two, but it was the nicest gesture anyone had
made toward us during our stay there.

We walked away in what we thought was the direction of our
hotel. The main roads were beginning to be crowded with
commuters getting off work, so we stuck to the back streets. The
clouds overhead had continued to thicken, and even though it was
still a couple hours until sunset, the lights had begun to come on 
in many windows, giving the late afternoon a mysterious glow
that seemed to perfectly match our mood. We stopped to peer
irlSide a strange art gallery, and into a courtyard that looked as it
hadn't changed since the time of the Caesars. We even held hands
briefly, despite being encumbered with an awkward load of
packages.

But then the moist thickness that had filled the air all day 
began to condense into actual rain drops. Just a few at first, just 
enough to give notice that our day was coming to an end and that 
it was time to go irlSide now. Still we lingered, thinking that a
bit of rain made things all the more romantic. But then she began
to remark that her hair was getting soggy, not to mention our
packages, and that perhaps we should get a move on.

I agreed, and we started walking faster, but it soon became
obvious that we had no idea of where we were or where we were
going. With my usual reluctance to ask directions or admit my
helplessness, I blundered ahead, becoming angry when she
complained that it was hard to keep up with me. When, after a
long walk on a series of semi-circular streets, we ended up at the
same inl!:rsection where we'd been a half hour earlier, it was her
tum to get exasperated with me.

By now it was raining harder. We stood at the comer of a
quiet alley where it emptied into a busy traffic circle. She

, demanded that I go into one of the shops and ask directions to our
hotel. I irlSisted that I could fmd the way by myself. She said
that if I could find the way by myself, we wouldn't be walking
around in circles in the rain, and now her hairdo and clothes were
getting ruined thanks to my stubbomess. I said I didn't care about
her stupid hairdo and clothes and that I was sick of being treated
like I was some kind of idiot. By now she was crying, and maybe
I was too. It was hard to tell with all that rain dripping across our
faces.

She told me that if I didn't ask someone for directions, she
was going to get a cab and go back by herself. I reminded her
that she didn't havi: any money, and couldn't even pronounce the
name of our hotel well enough for the driver to understand I
regretted my words before I was finished saying them. The look
on her face was partly that of a wounded animal and partly one of 
pure hate. 

I started to apologize, but before I could say more than a word
or two, the bag I was holding broke, and the ashtray we'd been
given fell to the pavement and broke in two, It was an awful
sight; it seemed to fall in slow motion, and I'd almost been able
to reach out and catch it, but it slipped just past my fingertips.
We stood staring at it for a while, then resumed our argument,
each trying to blame the other for the broken ashtray. But our
hearts were no longer in the fight, and with a few more tears, we
hailed a cab and returned to the hotel. 

We stuck together through Venice, Switzerland, Germany,Holland, and England, then flew back to California separately,
w,�m �,:m• :i; �:; of � 
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us was always finding reasons to be somewhere other than home. Our friends were happy with the presents we'd brought them, and she glued the ashtray back together so that the crack didn't show I too badly. Along with the little chip missing from one side, it made the ashtray look almost like a genuine antique instead of a· ·· - mass-produced souvenir.· The next winter she wanted to go to South America. I said we •, couldn't afford it, and after much unpleasantry, she flew off on her <
own. I dropped her at the bus stati"on and knew she wouldn't be :) coming back. The last thing I saw of her was her rear end as it disappeared out the •door of the car. As I drove away I tried ro get . a last look at her waiting to cross the street, but a big truck came alon and bloc ed m v· 

i1.1,1. 

j 

fit ;\'(� •·
thou�t �f combining ffle��f' tw'�� excelkm ieruiei-s�! don't \ mean Freddy Fender?), and even some late night showr that occasionally move slightly to the left of big city college rock. Voters Nix Sales Tax Boost 

Mendocino County voters may make some dumb choices, With its main listener and financial base in the affluent land of ....;. especially when it comes to electing county supervisors, but at least Coastlib, KZYX naturally features an excess of jazz and classical they have the sense to not hand a blank check to the screwballs and f dweebery, but that apparently comes with the territory in allcrooks who run things around here. enclaves of aging baby boomers. What 's lacking, at least as far as I A county that can't keep its roads in decent r�, cuts financial i can tell from my. admittedly occasional listening, is news coveragecorners by abusing and defrauding welfare recipients, considers l with any kind of substance or bite. libraries to be disposable luxuries and funds schools at a bare-bones , NPR news is merely commercial network stuff fluffed out to the minimwn, yet always has enough money ro build more jails and send t insomnia threshhold. KZYX would much better serve its listeners by more troops into the anti-marijuana crusade, had the gall to ask ; hooking up with the Pacifica news service, which while still boring, voters to raise the sales tax by half a percent to "balance the county is at least somewhat radical. Still more of a contribution would be budget." ., some locally produced news and political features consisting of more The measure lost 2-1, as well it should have. Many county : 'than Chamber of Commerce puff pieces. programs do need more money, but the Board of Supervisors' past , Warts and all, KZYX is a welcome addition to the local media; actions leave little doubt about where any increased revenues would � some day maybe the Federal Communications Commission will relax go: straight into more jails and more militaristic boondoggles. its stranglehold over the airwaves enough to allow the dozens of -Also, though hardly anyone bothered to point this out, the sales tax publicly owned and operated radio stations we should rightfully is one of the most unfair methods of taxation, and lands squarely on have. the backs of the already overtaxed lower and middle classes. In the KZYX might not be so welcome, though, in Sonoma County, fl unlikely event that we ever had a county government who could be where in many areas it has completely blotted out the signal of entrusted with our money, a county income tax would be a much fairer Berkeley's KALX (also at 90.7), one of the country's best college means of raising it. radio stations. The other day, I even got interference from KZYX all Not that it should ever be necessary; if we simply compelled the way down in San Rafael. Look, I love Mendocino as much as Louisiana-Pacific and Georgia-Pacific to pay for the damage they're anyone, but let's not practice cultural imperialism. doing to the county, the rest of us could skip our own taxes for the , • ..... J:> � vi "-:I .-, rest of the century. Instead, our property taxes go to maintain the :'.: i 2:! -< 1:4 � ;;t:, � r-l Q. Y : � �-: 41"' ']j j j \ ,.J!roads and provide the infrastructure that enables out -of-state l · corporations to efficiently loot our resources. � NO Compromise In Defense Of The Our cowardly and corrupt Board of Supervisors won't even force t:, th�thlothgg}ng glian!S 1101 pay for dthe dama�e theyf do 'dtod county _roads O . . Mother Earth .. , w1 err eco og1ca y unsoun and previously orb1 en pracnce of winter logging. No, you and I get to pay for that, and for the ' "lJ � �· � ·•J � 2 � Q � � � � ('") _ A 
•• 

privilege of seeing the last of our forests disappear into the hulls of B • • � . h. bo d,. J d f • That was some story about Earth First!er Judy an m the..,cargo s 1ps un 1or apan an the backs o semi-trucks headed for-· Anderson Valley Advertiser. A former cheerleader?!?! Judy, alongL.A. yuppieland. • 'th h . D l Ch h d . th t 'l w1 er somenme partner arry erney, as one more m e pas 
On The Air: KZYX In Philo' n couple years to save the planet than the combined efforts of the Sierra Club, Wilderness Society, and all the rest of the "responsible". 

My first reaction to the appearance of KZYX (90.7 FM) was not 
environmental organizations. 

a positive one. Not only did it wipe Arcata's KHSU (90.5) off my ; If it weren't for groups like Earth First!, in fact, the ecolibs • d' d'al b · d be · · · f KMUD • would probably never go beyond writing an annual check and•.,. ra 10 1 • ut II seeme 10 cuttmg mto my recepuon ° 
' <, hanging a gloss'-' nature calendar on their old-growth redwood walls. all the way over at 91.1. J .11' fl\ Evidently I was just being paranoid, though, since KMUD is i So-(:alled "extremists" like EF! tilt the political center of pavity i:ft. a

l!UJ.lL still coming in somewhere around the perilous mnges of audibility, , more sensible direction. A t present we've got 'moderate"
just as it always was. Besides, KZYX has turned out 10 have a number 

( environmentalists ready IO negotiate with corporate timber over how
f l. bl d · · bl d · · · th ' much of our remaining forests they should be allowed IO loot, when

o istena e programs esp1te its regretta e ecmon to provide e : in ·fact a truly moderate position w, ould be to stop all north coast
audio valium of National Public Radio ("Nat ional Government 

L-- Radio," as Bruce Anderson and other astute observers have pointed i logging until the forest recovers, seize all corporate timberlands, but 

..- out) with a 9othold in our county. I to offer Harry Merlo and his fellow nature rapists clemency, i.e., • One notable plus: Marco McClean of R•A•o•1•O F*R•E•E i rather than the firing squad or life in prison, to allow them ro atone 

E*A•R•T•H fame (see the Mendocino Commentary) has finally been I for the�r crim�s with a few years on tree planting and stteam
able to put his broadcasting theories into practice, and just as you'd 1 reSloralion proJects v 1., '-' "' ,: � ,iJ 
expect from reading his column, the results are an unpredictable � H C':l � C "lJ O � � mishmash of the inspired and the incomprehensible. There are other z z to H "lJ i-3 "lJ d "lJ 1-3 good programs featuring country and Latino music (has no one yet 1-::1 ><: I :::: ::0 ::t: 

.L\Ull z�ir 111n<lil. Y/dJl � � 
0 , � r-] � � � I r=:; � r., 
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Dear LookDMt I Lawrence / etc.:. 
. One of the most interesting new stories (to me. 111yhow) 
recently has been the new non-c:ommunist government in Poland. 
While it's hardly the "let'1-di1b1nd-the-1ecret-police" style 

:progre11 that coun1!'ies like Polan� need, it's thoroughly amazing 
nonethele11. While the communist party still controls the 
important military and police fon:ea, the economic control of the 
Polish nation is passing into the hands of Solidarity. And since 
Poland'• influence in the world and eapecially among Eutem 
Buro•11e111A nations is mainly economic (both by production of 
o and by example), thil amounts to a major power lhifL , One

can only hope Poland escapes, if only partially, from its 
t tsliwian put. , •. Hi Lawrence. , � 

Of course the Westem press, and especwly the American Fint thing. thanks a lot for the new LookoMI zine (#33). I� 
3ovi:mm has been congratulating itself ever since a Soli\tuity think it hu some pretty good writing & topics (I really like the '/ /

ent was even rumored. A few relevant details might put article on "flag burning"), but. there's one thing in the zine that I · 
at into perspective. First of all, the US hu had leH than hated, the article on the Operation Ivy breakup. That's so fucking C

to do with the impending (h0p!'fully) "democratization" sad. , Op Ivy breaking up ii like me getting my penis cut off, 
or l While the Reagan right likes to bleat about how really painful and desperate wanting them back together.

ce through strength" hu caused the Iron Curtain to fall and Another thing, I don't know if up there they (people) talk
th "enslaved" atheist muses rush to embrace the West, the recent about it, down ·here they do. fm talking about the new Plaid•
cbAUI in the Polish and Russian governments were caUled by Retina LP. Everyday I walk around the area (San Fernando) & I ·,
pur I)' internal factor, - the natural decline of totalitarian hear. a lot of criticism about them having 500 songs in 20 id
governm�ts an� protests by the people. If anything. the minutes and that they sound like fucking chipmunks. I think that 
confrontanonal roll back communism" of the Reapn years sucks bec,auae they are a great band. � 
,should have made the communist bloc more paranoid than it Well, that's all. 

l Y is. If the "Reagan doctrine" were more forcefully Love, 'Z. 
appHed, I doubt that 1ny communist nation would have thought Richard Ramos 
about l�beralization. I'm · not an apolo1iat for , totalitarian San Fernando CA �) 
commllJUsm, by the way. Neither am I a capitalisL Much has P.S. Please print this letter because I never had anything of mine , I
also been made of the fact that Poland soon will have the first printed before. · · 

M 
non-communist, government in 40 yean. This is actually quite 1 
remarkabh,. but the US hu no need or right to brag about Dear L&L . . ,. ·"t 
democracy. The US hasn't had a non-capitalist government in I surmised you had died • when I got the black-bordered f'll
roughly_ 200-lQO _XYD, � has any non-capitalist been elected to, LookoMt, _I was sure of it - but no. 
any maJor ofFace m the history of the US Comtimtion. And even The·iJlteresdng contents almost made up for the long waiL
if some alert reader can dig up some socialilt senator or what not· I don't know how long it's been, but from reading your letters (J 
from the 20s, that still pales to invisibility compared to Poland's . col�. about �e report from Guatemala and Nicaragua, I must 7

• up major economic control to Solidarity. , have � an 11&ue #32. Do you have one around there? •f./
rn fact, the United States is quickly lo•ina its title of Wnting by pen u my cheap Smith-Corona typewriter made in 

"protector of democracy" to the But, what with the Reagan/Bush· Singapore and so!d by Monk� 'W_ard is a �rry piece of junk. � 
I.empt to �opple and �l !'°n-US-aligned governments around the I 

Serves me. n� for buymg 1t. Took 1t down to Ward's and
globe. While Poland 11 finllb:. allowing multi-party voting, the told them to 11iek 1L 
US is retreating to a philosophy of "it's not democracy unless Doc Dennis 
they vote for the United States." � Campbell CA 

- · Actually, the curr.ent right wing swing of the US is We almost alwa,s Nl'tle back issKU silting around, so any<JM
frightening enough to make Russia or Poland look bearable. H · inlerested shoMld feel free to write for tllut. Don't forget to send
the current trand of liberalism continues in the East while the "war ' money,. thoMgla, Mnless, like Doc Dennis, ,OM're a loyal paid-II/I

' 

on drugs" aka "war on civil rights" continues in the US the sMbscriber. U · 
cl�sic patriot jibe of "If you don't like it here, move to R.;..ia" 
nught become worth considering. Dear Lavnencel 

_ Well, that's enough. I wu going to write about your "brain �oy, the new issue of tho LookoMt was a welcome sight! 

/J f" clamaged. art noise" comments in Flipside #60 but don't have Despite a few problema (well, two - the cheap black ink stains

I, 

room. Bu_t 111 tape some good art noilo if you uk... my available surface and _you acmally print my loners. · Ouchi) 

:C ( 'c) J · AU/ r 1i. � I w Thia iah was a real blut to read. 
- ..., f'\ S � 'J'tJ .f SI, tj S 1 '-f-r f' y_ The cb\11 article wu on target, but if gets worse. Just before I 

hip school they subjected the whole school to an anti•
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'�r 111.- , 1111"' - ,, • · �--··· 

�T"'!;t�:.;.. 11..� ., • 4/ 

�·...,Ji: 
., y •" '·"' · t. 8 � • ""' 

. 
•m:ity ... f; the spiritless'? Here's a

), \.., -� _;. . • . .. 9- _ � 
" 

. -� • Spirituality fen: a �ce • sp� (ho I'm not loading you 
� drug speaker who not only regurgitated the one-beer-��e•to:e-

• catalog I received m the 

,;111:::/
ay 

a $jOO "yes-no" rwie stone ;
;. '- then-it's-shooting-up-speedballs-in-welfa.re-hot�ls:: party �• ut

., down w/it) � an example.� nc '"! . . . 
It operates in the ·•1 

,. �, esented this sob story about an LSD "addict who , m es 8;ll • to help one m.i,ifithose unporta.111 ec,s10�. 
s iritual

; • � '; :idio tape of his suicide, includ ing a long explanation of his same m.al'IIIU as a coin when flf pped, but 
'" �:i 

s
i"::om� with , ¾ • addiction and how he didn't know he was headed� doom. Mak� types fmd that a bit overw_he�mg to_ co:

r
:Wo td three hundred'

""II, • the days of Reefer Madness seem deep by comparison. eh? ?h • instruction sheet. Other vital items, in t 
t l runes and a • 

r . l fi from the "Partnership For A Drug-Free Amenca state l dollar range include a 14K gold rwae pendant, crys a •. t "'j 
I ' .a,,.._, a.test igures

d I . th obvious , 
. 

of "tL- hmn1J11's mask" which promises o ..... -...ithat .l.0.21. of cocaine users become addicte . gnonng e . limited edition etchmg "" s 
r d i e from 

S 
··reasons not to do coke (such as the ugly nature of the supphers), aid OM in carrying the prayers of t

.
LLhe 

)
sa

S
c e p p  

f the • • ? . E h G DaJher Slcy ure, some o \i how does this compare to alcohol or rucot.tne. . •• Grandmother art to ran .. ,, . .. . . 
but most of the 

Wouldn't an obvious soluti�. � the "menace"
d

!�ag burning M stone was quarried by native N�r,tb Amen�:- . ·-• .. ti 
&. -.. 1 be to make fireproof flags? Pobllcians c:, � so 

decisi�n that y
ou_. artists sound pretty Anglo to me. One even lives in Los Angeles,�

llf ·•· One aspect of the Supreme Court a rll?,:iabili outside the the spiritual sinkhole of the West! 
. � •. forgot is the 20 week or older fetus test for 

"t :J long before J Anyhow enough of that. We wanted to get a reprint of a 
womb." Which means that if some woman wat s 

semi-recent ;ine which had as its focus education: much of the 
seeking an abortion (as often happens when the circumstances a.re articles dealt with home schooling. Not sure what number it was· 
trying) she may be saddled with a six-month premature child and (#30 ... Ed.). but it was relatively recent. I'm very interested in, 'l 
all the medical bills and pain that entai ls. And if life begins at education, and how it's largely doing a rotten job, both in J
conception, a.re miscarriages going to be considered accidental I teaching something and in doing it in a human. experiential way.
homicides? Maybe we can al l flee to Canada or something... Just fmished reading The Night Is Dark And I Am Far From Home , 

I don't have the time or the paper (and yau don't have the� by Jonathan Kozol (he wrote Death At An Early Age). Very good,, •
patience) for me to respond in detail to all · the things in this I angry book. He holds that the purpose o� public education (incl.· •
issue, so I'll speed up a tad. . · · · . college) is largely to indoctrinate kids into bein g good citizens, 

The local (for me) paper just finished an article on � who don't step out of the lockstep ... I agree; unfonunately, it's
Satanism in which they claim the peace symbol is a satanic largely true. I still hold that there is a way out, but not sure

1 inverted broken cross. Kinda brings a tear to your eye, doem't .it? how... Also, another good point he makes is that of concrete 
( • -,- "The Conservative Viewpoint" thing was a tad too subtle deeds being' the only true reflection of one's beliefs. As he states:

for me. Ho ho. "If you be lieve nothing, say so. If you believe something, tum 
- Hope you liked the clipping (abo11t Old Sbll, the p belief into concrete deed." As he says, many of the liberal 

band made up of three 10 year,olds from Madison WI ... LL). Is academics who make money studying and writing about the
punk rock dying or what? At least the surface of it is, since major inequality of wealth distribution or whatever, actual ly in their 

J 
labels a.re now treating punk and related genres as a source for • personal lives do nothing which would alleviate the very problem 

·��• novelty records. Ugh. ·· . •· . 1 they a.re studying. What a fa.reel It's as if to say, "Oh you're 
- OP IV broke up? Shill . · · · .

,

. concerned about poverty, that's admirable of you, and noble. Why 
· .- Here's three bucks for. th

. 

en
. 
e 

.. 
wly remixed _Neur

.• 
osis. ·

.
7".

. 

don. 't you become a sociologist and teach in a college about. it?Who says we record collectors never hsten to our vmyl'1 If you You'll make a lot of money." We become experts on everything, don't listen to the damn things, why collect 'em in the first place? but experience nothing. . - That's it. Really. · 
Anyhow, this letter could go on forever, so I' ll stop. 

Peace, love, etc. · Enclosed is two dollars; hope that1l cover the price of the zine 
Mike Loney • lj.Jld postage, eto. (Actually, OM dollar is fine .. . Ed.) Thanks a
Stephenville TX . � lot for all your work. 

P.S. Since when is Boston all bad? Sure, Slapshot sucks on ice, . Eric Duncan 
but what about Mission of Burma? The Volcano Suns? Every,'. Santa Rosa 
cloud has a... . I P.S. Don't want to whine,' but what about the chances of 

Pul'llc has always been treated as a noveltJ . ·· 
. 
. changing your format back to what it started as? Folded 8 ln." by ' 

hy the music biz. Remember Chip"""11k Punk? The Se,c Pistols? · 11" format? It feels so much like a newspaper now and not so
. As for Mission of Burma or Volcano Suns... M'ler heard 'em. much like a newsletter. Also, what about focusing on a single 

And of course Boston's not all bad. Lota of history and bea11tif11l ◄ issue in each zine (in addition to your other sections, that is)?old buildings. Too bad abolll the p

. 

eople, though. U 

. 
. 

Examp_les: solar energy, lies about �istory . we:ve �n told.

� 
alienauon of suburban youth, TV as ·mdoctnnation, history of 

Dear LL! . � math and science and its use as a tool for oppression, etc. etc. You a.re sti ll putting out the good sniff and I am a lways Dear Erk, 
pleased to be. notcied by someone I ��ire. · I even lik� the way I Chances of going bac� to. the xerox for�t are slim for ,the Lookout IS put together, or does it sunply congeal, like hash? several ruuons. For one thing, u costs about twice as much . For lt· 

. Whatever, it comes out of the oven just about .right. , another thing, I'd have to spend about two full days on the xerox , 
·

·�
•· Keep parboil ing the goofballs, 

. . 
• machiM, even if the thing ran perfectly, whic� it never do':3, t!'

•, · 41. Herb Ca.en. · t11rn out the current press run of 5000. Thirdly, newsprifll 1s· I San Francisco • easier to recycle and less destructive to the environmelll tc.,
·" • J. 

· produce. =: , .. Dear Lawrence, . . """ As for continuing with special theme iss11es: sounds like � , • ·-........ Enjoyed getting zine #33, and getting a dose of reality! It good idea aa do several of your suggestions. Unfortunately it , l� seems every day there a.re new distractions ; also sounds like work. In fact ft:Jr a minute there I thought you� 
I - triathlons, nintendo, VCRs, MTV, roller blades, compact were my college professor assigning term paper topics. You t.1 disc, Batman, romance novels, scaled-down ninja motorcycles, I wouldn't want to do that, would you? IL , 1 

:
f
::!�l��; �

odem a.rt. museums, mountain bikes, neon shorts

ii 4 lelll •4 .. "._ �'·-·;;;;All. 
Where will it end? Sure each thing mu.. have some use, but · .

� 

. 

� 

• , 
it's all so disconnected from anything else. There are more and. . . 
more catalogs with "f ine living" m�rchandise, classic iituff from 

.
..

. 
·
· �· · 

�:� l�■lllll1!1 the past, marked up for the money maker of today. We a.re�{. ______ _ 
frantically consuming. Is it to fill the rift inside us? I notice b::· �'.'.'."' .. -=��:ill!,.! .. ==���L:���=;;;;��==• 
muc!t of the so-cal led "new age� items incredibl pric�. 
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Slopped in at the MAXIMUM ROCKNROLL-r:d1�""";h�; -=-�;.::. .. ·;:t ·.::,; �· ... � 11 
Halloween night and was pleasantly surprised to fmd not only the You won't even hear Lint's unmistakable chink.a-chink guitar 
long-missing-in-action TIM YOHANNAN back on the job sound, because the bald-headed scenesler has given up that 

: (though I think only for that one night, but also to see that he'd been instrument in f�vo� of a new role as lead singer. Instead, Downfall "
joined, for the first time in years, by one of the original MRR crew features two gu1tansts, JASON, fonnerly of BREAKAWAY (now 
JELLO BIAFRA. ' defunct, if rumors are to believed, and why not; what else are rumors 

But that's not an. As usual Biafra was full of wisecracks and good for?) and PAT MELLO (aka SK IN) who first rose to 
hilarious stories, and regaled us with an account of his harrowing trip pr�min�n�e :is ?peration Ivy's roadie, meditation instructor, and 
down to the city from the wilds of Ukiah ("Lots of Freddy Kruger ;h1ef d1sc1 lmanan. . . .,..... .. 
outfits, and I have you ever noticed the uncanny resemblance � 
between Freddy and George Bush ... ?" 

He also talked about a soon-to-be-released movie, Terminal City 
Ricochet, in which he not only acts, but contributes a good deal of, 
the soundtrack. Several of !he tunes sound uncannily like the DEAD: 
KENNEDYS of old, with Jello in full vocal fonn, backed up by 
none other than Vancouver's DOA, who many people, this writer 
included, thought were DOA long ago, or at least petered out into an 
insubstantial rock act. 

But not true, at least not on these songs. It was like instant· 
time travel to the glory days of early 80s hardcore. The movie. 
sounded good, too, at least the way Biafra told it. It might be out 
sometime in the next few months, or at least the soundtrack will. -

Other big news? No doubt the debut of DOWNFALL, featuring 
M A TT, L INT, and D A V E of the late and still lamented 
OPERATION IVY. This is no rehash of OP IV, though; in the 
material they've developed so far !here's barely a hint of the skacore 
assoc_i�ted w!tl_i _ the Opsters. 

Sergie Sam I Am Gets Fresh With Aaron MTX 
lltW1 lllllfillPHH#ill 

R�acting tci-ihehype and expectations, many negative. and . sarc�st1c Eas.t Bay scenesters (as if there were any other kind) predicted a g1anl flop for Downfall. You almost gol the impression some of them were hoping for it, but such was not to be the case Downfall's first show at the Berkeley Square, rather was one of th� best first shows fve ever seen for any band. It couldn't have hurt ofcourse, to have a crowd that w,as solidly on their side, and to have s?me powerful talent to work with What's the music hke? There's a definite. East Coast influence, especially in the guitar som:id, but most of all It's East Bay, a fact that Lint didn't forget to remind us of. In fact, I believe "East Bay" were a couple of the first words he uttered on stage, as he introduced the first song "Badlands," whic� is abou� .. what �lse? An instant hit, by !he way'. �other song _which stuck m the nund was "No Rea.son," about one
�e _FA�G singer SAMMY, who apparently is guilty of murdering hi� girlfnend, which even if SID did it, is not my idea of a very punk thing to do. 
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� 
· e way. They have all the right ingredients for a great band except

Ed. Note: With the following article,the Lookout is pleased to that they haven't really pushed themselves enough for other people. I • welcome Aaron Cometbus to its distinguished staff. Aaron first to find that out. The Skin Flutes have the right ingredients for aJ�I,- broke i�o the highly competitive fanzine world at the age of 13 (or great band, but it hasn't quite come together. I used to hate them but
maybe it was 12, the story keeps changing depending on how much now I think they're pretty good, but they still don't blow me a�ay. , coffee he's had) when he founded the now legendary one-of-a-kind Mike, their guitarist, also has a new band called FUEL that do seem
zine whose name he still bears and probably will for the rest of his to be blowing a lot of people away. I think you'll be hearing a lot ') life, since his real name is fairly pedestrian. Aaron is equally well more about them in the coming months. 

I known for his role in the recently deceased East Bay band Over at GILMAN STREET PROJECT in Berkeley, there are two 
Crimpshrine, and perhaps less so for his brief stint as drummer for I o�er .new bands rehearsing during the week, FILTH and BLATZ.
another Bay Area band, Sweet Baby. He's also been a long time Filth 1s fronted by Jake, who is known for heckling and insulting
scene reporter for Maximum Rocknroll, but has found his talents I just about every band around, as well as singing for CRIMP SHRINE, so":�what constricted by that magazine 's in.i;istence that he stick to �nee in a while. Lenny us-:<' to play for ISOC�ACY and it's about· writing about band news and leave out sub1ects he considers more tune he got a new band gomg, and also on guitar is some new kid , important, like coffee and toast. The Lookout promised that he naJned "Jim from Canada." Dave (of the maybe broken up
would be free to digress at length on those subjects, so from his VAGRANTS) plays drums and John from ECONOCHRIST is filling in
Bohemian hideaway on the colorful Benicia waterfront, he I on bass. BLATZ isn't completely new - they did one show as a two
grudgingly consented to tear himself away from the elaborate piece early this year, but now are working on a full lineup and new 
preparations he's currently making to resume publication of Cometus sound. Eggplant (the editor of ABSOLUTELY ZIPPO) plays guitar,
magazine, scheduled to appear sometime in the 1990s. So without Marshall (the Gilman sound dude) plays bass,and Joey plays these
further ado, here he is, and let's hope he wrote an article that's at least really cool looking clear drums. They didn't have a singer until they
as long as this introduction: finally tri� out Jesse, some kid from Philly who is always hangingaround Gilman. He always looked so aimless there, it's good they found something for him to do. Well, that's the scene in my home and my home-away-from-home, let's see what else I can dredge up on .new bands ... _, ( kind of a) S C E N E 

1\ REPORT (drink lots of co
f

fee 

·.. before reading) by Aaron Crimpshrine Cometbus Well, Lawrence called me at 8:30 and asked me to get a column to him as soon as possible. I rushed out to the new cafe in IOwn, JAVA POINT, and I was able to down four cups of coffee before they closed the doors at 9:00. Now I've made my way down the block to Benicia's mainstay cafe, THE BRONZE SEAL, and am going to try to bang out a column before I have to piss the inspiration out. The Seal doesn't have free refills, and I think these chairs may soon be gathering dust as the crowd moves up the street. Still, .:.:' there's nowhere else to go after 9:00 except maybe SAFEWAY, but • their magazine rack gets boring after a while. You can only look at· NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK pinups so many times, you know?, �enicia is n�t known for its night life. Fuck, I aJn Benicia's nighthfe! I haven t been able to get to sleep earlier than 8:00 or 9:00 a.m. lately, and that doesn't make it too easy to get a job, something I may have to face up to soon. I've lowered myself to generic cigarettes and a steady diet of pancakes from just-add-water pancake mix, and now I can't even support that lifestyle. My god, my coffee money is being threatened! l Panic ensues! I A quick check of the newspaper yields no ads reading: "Wanted: . Eccentric individual for creative low-stress job with flexible hours · and good pay under the table." Oh well, I still have morepossessions to sell off. All this, and now I'm supposed to write ascene report!! I mean, who really gives a fuck about a scene report?How does a scene report affect my life? Instead, I will interview my friend Oaf, who has just pulled up achair. Oaf, why are you here wearing a sleeveless shirt when you arecoming down with pnewnonia? "Because I had to get out of thehouse," says Oaf, probably aptly named. Oaf, how does a scenereport affect your life? "How else would I know that bands have lbroken up?" he asks. Oaf, if a band broke up and you never found out, would it matter? "Well, I guess there are no bands around nowthat would affect my life if they broke up. Wanna give me a tattoo?"Never go to Oaf when you need some inspiration, let me tell you.I'm now back at the HOUSE-O-TOAST (my very humble place of residence) with a cup of leftover Seal coffee to avoid caffeineburnout, and 111 tell you bands affect my life: two of them rehearse here and chip in on the rent, making it cheaper for me. They are 1MONSULA and THE SKIN FLUTES. Monsula are pretty damn great, they give me hope that another generation of exciting bands is on 

Well, me and some en were m e o er wee JUSt wandering around and we heard some music corning from a house. We took it as an invitation, walked up the driveway and around to the side of the house with the open upstairs window, and started yelling to get their attention. They peeped their heads out and what do you know - it was a punk band! I don't remember the name of the band, but it was some of the guys from Lafayette's THINK TWICE. Maybe I would have remembered the band's name if they had let us come inside, BUT NO!! They said something about it being "too crowded. .. " Going further into Contra Costa, there are two new spinoff bands from the late, great BLASTING AGENTS, and also a cool new band named THUMPER - four geeky looking guys singing poppy songs about girls, which is a sure sign of a great band... One more thing for Contra Costa: a loose gathering of freaks working on a band called T. ZATANI, named after the boxotic Tura Sa�� of Russ Meyer fame. 
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m rea y not too rammar with happenings in San Francisco 

nowadays, but I do know of a new band called SQUELCH, a three
piece with bassist Richard Engel who is a veteran of many great 
Arcata bands and also a pretty swell guy ..• I hear that SWOLLEN 
BOSS TOAD have broken up and I figure that whatever project 
vocalist/guitarist Tommy Strange does next should be pretty great. 
Same with whatever old EYEBALL singer Dave Duran does next. I 
quit SWEET BABY, and I hope whatever I do next will be exciting, 
too. It's weird, I think this is just a time of waiting - the calm after 
che storm o r  maybe before the next one. Things in general are kind 
of slow right now and everyone is just waiting. I do think, however, 
that there will be something worth waiting for. 

n ere are AM I AM and ALt, two bands made up 
mostly of fonner members of of the last generation of local bands. I 
think both are pretty decent, but they just don't excite me - not 
enough energy or something. I think it's really necessary to drag in 
some new people and new energy to keep things interesting. GREEN 
DAY are a good example of that, with ISOCRACY drummer Al 
teaming up with two guys who'd been playing together in a tiny hick 
town for years. They're not wildly original, but they don't need to be 
because they have great songs, great attitudes, and put a lot of work 
into the band. They also are a fucking lot of fun. 

ECONOCHRIST, transplants to the Bay Area from Arkansas, are 
also not the most original, but are exciting because of their new 
energy and enthusiasm. SAM I AM, to their credit, are also working 
hard booking shows and trying IO get their name out. DOWNFALL 
probably are too, but they are already starting out with a big 
advantage. One band I almost forgot to mention is the somewhat 
new CRUMMY MUSICIANS, who work hard and have good attitudes, 

but I can't tell what they sound like cuz they have a different lineup 
every time I see them. 

So that's about all I can think of right now, but I know there's a 
lot more happening. Boredom stimulates growth, so they say, and if 
that's true, I think we have a lot of growing to do. I'm looking 
forward to next spring and summer 10 see if this all comes together. 
In the meantime, I'd better start looking for a job... I'll need 
cigarettes and coffee to really enjoy all these new bands properly . 

... Aaron 
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OK, looks like not enough record companies learned their lesson from 
the reviews in Lookou t  1132; Jhey Jceep sending their 11inyl to us lo be 
ridiculed, demolished, destroyed, and otherwise e11iscera1ed. Actually , we 
liked one or two things this tinu; if you read far enough you'll ji.nd something
positi11e. Our panel this issue consists of Lawrence (L), Chris Appelcore (C), 
and Ara Heath (A). 

SLOPPY SECONDS Destroyed LP 
Toxic Shock 

C: In their press packet it says that Ma:ximum Roe/enroll thought they 
were really awesome, so that shows ... it might be good not to like them. L: 
Whal, are you going on an anti-MRR campaign now? C: No, but I don't agree 
with all their reviews. As you should know. Um, this is generic. A: Yeah, real 
stereotypical. L: Let's try lo limit our use of the G-word. Or we could spell it 
with a J. C: I don't know, we listened to the first side, I sar we turn it ofl7 
Well, actually we skipped like half of it. L: Should we break 11? C: We could. 
It's kind of hard to break records, though. A: It's sort of pointless. C: Yeah, 
it'd be too much effort. Let's just tum it off. A: Yeah, let's tum it off. We could 
sell it lo someone. 

VARIOUS ARTISTS Whal Are You Pointing Al? 10" comp LP 
Very Small/ David Hayes/ PO Box 8223/ Emeryvllle CA 94662 

L: The trouble with these compilations is that you have lo listen to all 
the songs. C: Yeah, that's kind of a bummer. Well, let's get to it. What Are 
You PoinJing At? on Very Small, Very, Very Small Records. L: Does it really 
say Very, Very Small."? C: It says Very, Very, Very, Very Very Small 
Records... L: That David Hayes... C: #2 L: ... very clever with the graphics. 
C: Yes, he is. Oh, it's got a pleasant little booklet. L: You recognize that 
fellow on the Screeching Weasel page? C: Oh yeah, that's you, isn't it? L: 
Actually it's John Wayne Gacy, the largest mass murderer in American 
history. C: Oh, that's always pleasant. A: How many people did he .kill? L: 
Well, they found 34 bodies in his bas ement. A: How nice. I bet it smelled 
lovely. C: Here we go, Econochrlst. A: Isn't he dead now? C: Well, it's 
pleasant. A: Seems like it would be good if you saw them live. C: I did. They 
were good. It's got ... repeating lyrics. A: Repeating lyrics doesn't seem 1o ·be 
that bad a thing. The Ramones have repeating lyrics. C: So does that mean 
Econochrist is up there with the Ramooes7 A: Uh, I dunno ... They're not quite 
as popular, so I guess they're a little bit belier in some respects. C: Let's try 
their second cut. A: Did you hear Dee Dee quit? C: OK, it's good, I love it. 
Next is, uh, Screeching Weasel. L: Well, we know they're gonna be good. 
But that doesn't sound like Screeching Weasel. C: No, this is the end of 
Ec.onochrist. Here's the "I Wanna Be A Homosexual" song. A: If they want 1o · 

be homosexuals, what's stopping them? I just don't gel the point. L: You'd 
have to ask Ben. He's the author of all these profound thoughts. C: h's got a 
very Latin sound. Soothing. A: Lots of real nice drums and bingy bongy 
belly things. Picks up nice. Sort of robust. L: Are you !alking about wine or 
punk rock? C: Yeah, it's got a beautiful delicate bouquet. A: Sort of 
mesmerizing. L: They rake a lot of acid out in Chicago. C: Oh, here we go, 
here we go, here's the punk rock segment. Listen lo the drums spe'ed up. And 
that pseudo-country drum beat. Reminiscent of Crimpshrine. L: Ben will 
come all the way to Miranda and kill you for that. C: They didn't sound like 
this live. I like this belier. L: Now this song's gonna be good no mailer what 
it sounds like because it's about Kamala, C: They're definitely the only East 
Bay band from Chicago. L: I think that sums up Screeching Weasel. That's 
about as high of praise as they're gonna get anywhere, So let's move on lo the 
next bunch of poters. C: OK, this is Vapor Lock. They have nice graphics. 
A: Let's see. Looks like Mongoloids. C: I don't like it. L: "Die Robot Die?" 
How come Vapor Lock has three songs? C: Cuz they're really short? L: 
Wanna go on lo another one? C: Here we go. L: Doem't sound any different. 
C: Here, I flipped it on to a really cool solo. A: Nice guitar. C: Heck, it's 
guitar�riented. A: Is that just his (John Wayne Gacy) claim to fame, like I 
wanna grow up and be a mass murderer? He looks like he should be on Leave It 
To Beaver. L: He used lo dress up as a clown and go entertain at children's , 
parties. A: Really? Did he kill the children? L: No, he killed young men. A: 
Oh, was he a gay clown? L: Well, he denies it. He still claims he was framed. 
A: Oh, like, "I had no idea those 34 people were in my basement. L: That's 
exactly what he said. C: Let's see if Side Two is any better, starting out with 
Schizoid. L: There's our hero. C: Yeah, John Revolta. They must be good. 
Hard driving music. L: These guys are supposed to be like the Isocracy of 
Nevada. Which is probably the last thing Nevada needs. C: Yeah. They don't 
sound like Isocracy. L: No, they almost can play their instruments. C: They 
can play real fast too. A: I like the graphics. C: Well, they're not as generic 
as Isocracy. L: This song sounds like "Rodeo." C: Yeah, really fast "Rodeo." 
Wilh too much distortioo. God, the singer can sin!{ fast. A: Look at that cloud 
of flies, it looks like my house. C: They always come in, I have so many 
flies, it's so sick. A: You know what I do? Get an aerosol can and a lighter and 
squirt them. L: Are we still on Schizoid? C: I don't know, this album seems to 
be dominated by guitar antics. Screeching Weasel definitely stands out. OK, I 
think this is Dissent. Kinda like, what the heck does it sound like? Like No 
Means No, but more real. Not real clean, but kinda messy and rad. I sorta like 
ii. A: I do. C: I wish we could tum it up louder. Here's lhe Negative Trend 
cover. L: Yeah, I just have one question about lhat: why? C: Yeah, if
somebody already does a song well, why do it again? Especially a punk rock
song. It's not a bad version though. L: No, almost just like the original. C:
Whadda ya say we go lo Ba zooka Joe? Real clean, tight. L: Sounds like it's 
in a hurry. C: Definitely telling you what's going on and how to make it
better. Which is pleasant. You always wanna know how to live. A: Yeah, I 
love when people tell me what lo do. L: The record is not what you lhoughl it
would be. C: No, not quite. I like the cover though. 

THE HICKOIDS Waltz Acrot:sdre11 Texas L P  
Toxic Shock 

C: Country �- It's good, but I can see how some of the more country 
songs could be kind of boring. A: Kind of rustic. I really like the graphics. 
Have you seen these? Hamburger Helper sitting on a toilet? C: Quality music. 
As much as quality can go. A: Looks like sona Kalamazoo on it actually. C: I 
don't know what that is, but the music's all right. L: That must be an inner 
Michigan reference. What does Kalamazoo art look like? 

EAR DAMAGE The Hangover Of LoneUness LP

Punk Etc,/ Mottestraat 12/ 1870 Wolvertem/ Belgium 
C: It's a heavy duty record, too. This puFPY is thick. L: It's from 

Belgium. C: Oh, they make thick records over lhere. A: They make 'em like 
we used lo. C: Hmm, a gong. A: Chinese Chong Fu movie. C: Not what I 
expected. A: Not what I expected either. C: No wait, I think this is like the 
lead•in to the hardcore part, you can hear it. Well, it didn't speed up, really. I 
don't know if my ear is getting too damaged by this. The drummer isn't very 
good. He's better than me, but ... Oh, here we go, my ear's gelling damaged 
now. Ow, it hurts too. It has a lyric shee1, but I haven't heard any lyrics yet. 
L: Is he like singing in Belgian? C: English. It's hard to tell, but ... it's good. 
I'd buy it. L: Really? How much would you give me for it? C: Maybe I 
wouldn't buy the second song. I wouldn't buy that guitar solo. Sometimes 
lhey're a little overly meral. A: I sona like records cuz you don't have lo 
rewind them. 
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' . �.,l-✓ \!" l'ainily. A::: wha::s that song, the Bum J� ... , t:: '"l e Flight Of The

Bumblebee?" A: Yeah, that's sona it. C: Sounds like Aerosrnith. Interesting 
use of horns. L: I don't think that's a horn. C: Yes it is. It's a trumpet. L: It's ( 

SC REED Poi11t Of Co11fusio11 LP 
Canned Music/ 2fi2 W 22 St #X/ New York NY 10011 

L: I've already listened to this one. C: What do you think of it7 L· h's . a cat being tonured. C: I say we tum that off and say ... Pooprnoshra. A: I 
think we should listen to it next time we walk your dog, Chris. C: Yeah, but 
my dog doem't take walks. A: Exactly. 

hell of college radio except it's got lot.II of swear words. C: Sounds like a· mix 
between U2 and the Doon. A: Not that pan that was just on that was like 
funky, almost like Red Hot Chili Pewen style. C: Now it �ds like heavy 
rnelal. A: I gui:ss they're just. real confused. C: Confused and confusing. 
Pleasa!lt accordion. Sounds �e .Fred �intstone. A: Now it's kind of�. , . Crarnptsh. C: Well goshdarn tt, thlS guy s too hard to... L: Pitieonhole. C:

'. • ·•. Yeah, that too. The only way to yell at this guy is to say that by stretching

KLAUS FLOURIDE Because I Say So LP 

'r Allernallve Tentacles/ PO Box 11458/ San Francisco CA r 
'

94101
, 

c 

- himself out loo rn�ch he's not anything at all. L: He needs a better haircuL A: 
He needs some hBll', actually. 

C: OK, here's the album from the former Dead Kennedy. A: FlQUnde7 : -
Where'd they get their narnes7 C: Dictionary. L: No, there's like this i � 
company in New York you send away 10, I think it's like $20, and they give ■ I • 
you a tolal punk name. Actually, I think you get three to choose from. A: Oh, L 1
really? C: It's really cool, yeah. L: I don't know if they're still in business. I · C 
This was way back in the beginning of the 80s. Hey, say something about 

' 
f 

this record before the tape runs out. C: Well. this name of this song is "Bus 
Throueh The Barrier." L: Oh, not that one. I heard it on the radio. It goes on 

-:,.tSWINGING ERUDITES U11cleai11ed Parodie6 LP 
rr,11 

(if(, 1 Dlmenslonal 
•'I� , C: The one I really like is the Paul McCartney mess, massacre ... Funny. 7�, A: I like this, it's so funny. C: Poignant satire. Defi.pitely is. It strikes the 
1{ hean, it just tags the base of your spine in kind of an unpleasant way, it makes 
';,t, you want to go .... A: I like it! C: Yeah, I do 100, it's awe�e. You can leave 
, � tt here for a while after we're done. A: They're copying but they're still 

: original. C: Yeah, like an underground Weird AI Yankovic. 

forever. It's the hiL C: From what fve heard of all the solo stuff from the I 
different Dead Kennedys mernben, if they got back together now they'd be the 
world's new wave sueergroup. This is like the opposite of rel'gae, but in a I 
slowed-down disco vem. A: Yeah, I agree

. 
• C: It's tiring, but it s _pleasant. A: 

Wait, it picks up though. C: h doesn't pick up, your mind kind of geu used IO I 
I THE C•NTS A Decade Of Fu11 LP � ii. A: Kind of tech sounding, but not really. C: Oh, it's definitely tech. A: 
, 6 Pravda/ 3728 North Clark St/ Chicago IL ,;o,;13 I Son of sounds like a tape being eaten. It's better than what my tapes sound■ 
� A: C-*·N-T-S. How are your supposed to pronounce that7 C: Is this like a like when they're eaten. fve never eaten a tape myself, though. C: h's Ill 

memorabilia alburn7 L: Who are these guys7 rve never heard of them. C: fve t' possibly edible. A: I heard about that guy who ale a plane, so I'm sure you 
never heard of them either, so ... they must be good. I mean bad. A: Swanky. could eat a tape. L: Could you speed it up a linle7 C: OK, let's try it at 45. A: 1■

rocknroll, dude. Oh, they have organs 100. A: Son of like that song "Last A: Son of Russian. Like someone playing with the tone on their accordion. 
night I wok a walk in the dark ... " L: Yeah, but it's not the 60s anymore. C: lt

l 
C: Now I kind of want it 10 end. C'rnon. Oh, it's slowing down. A: There's that■ 

'

definitely is really reminiscent of the 60s. L: They wish. C: You don't think tape-eating pan again. C: This song is acoustic, kind of cowboyish. A: We It, 
it sounds 60s. L: You think it's a parody? C: No, I think they're real serious lahk two kinds of music, country, and western. C: He doem't sing very well., 
about it._ L: That's the !em. C: Yeah, you're right, it mi I be a roblern. Klaus, keep your mouth shut please. A: Brush your teeth. C: Oh, a song of
lfu1Tt soundsgoo[ A?Tt"soundi good. It's not punk. But ira sorn:.fing. C:

' 

silence. Is this one of those subliminal messages? I will stop smoking, I will 
It's punk, listen 10 these lyrics: "We will molest your wife and children. Yeah st� srnolcing. A: I do worship George Bush. C: It is subliminal messages. 
this is punk. L: No it's not, it's like a bunch of 1weety or11ans. A: Son of This is scary. I'd better tum this off before. .. before... A: I can't turn it off ... 
Herman's Hermits meet the Kingsrnen. L: Chicago surf music. Sewer surfmg. C: Before that PMRC chick comes. What's her name? Tabatha Cook or � 
A: Hey, I surfed in sewers before, but it was on a skateboard. something? A: What's PMRC7 C: Pissed Mothers RAiiying for Censorship. 

THE CREAMERS Love, HO#lor & Obey LP L. EXODUS Fabulo,u Di6asten LP
Sympathy/ 4901 Virginia Ave/ Long Beach CA 98805

� 
Combat 

_ C: We've heard them before. A: The Creamers? Is that anything like C: Oh no, a picture of Exodus. L: Now this ought 10 be good, I've been 
_ Moo-Moo7 (note 10 foreignera: a aolllhem Humbo(dl band) C: Their album has looking forward 10 this for :months, ever since I got this record. A: I should 
- 100 many bald people on the cover. A: This guy looks like a guy from Rocky- sell this to some of the stoner dudes in rnr. school. L: Hey, more social 

Horror. C: They shred. But not in a good way. A: They don't seem like they'd c:omrnenL A: Yeah, more bands pretendinJ like they have a brain. C: h's got 
be 100 good 10 see live. L: That's when they're best, when they're live. A: back-masking. L: This sounds like Jello Biafra. A: Depressing, Flouridish ... 
Have you seen thern7 L: Sure, everybody loves them. They're the great hope Sounds son of subliminal lo me. Are you guys feeling anything new? C: Kill 
of L.A. C: Reallr7 L�.'s hOJ?Cless then. L: � outa hen:. You don't like lhis Larry.� 111i1ar. Exodu,s comes th"?'lgh with another rocker. They kind of 
band? C: No. I didn't like their other album either. L: They don't have another sound like DRI when they re al 45. CaJUD hell7 L: They seem to have trouble · 
album, it's a 7". C: Well, I didn't like their 7". L: You don't even know wha getting going. Sounds like somebody keeps turning a staner trying to get the; 
you're talking abouL C: Yes I do. We gave it a bad review. L: We did nOL C: engine to tum over. C: I think we've heard enough of this. They've gone out 
Yeah we did. It didn't shred or kill balls. It sounded like ... MDC. L: AI to the final peak of rnetaldorn .. L: I haven't even heard a guitar solo yet, what 
Flipside is going 10 come up here and beat you up. C: He likes these people.

� 

are you talking about? C: 111 find one for you

. 

. L: Oh yeah7 There are no � 
L: Everybody likes them. C: Wby7 guitar soloes. C: There's one. And a very good one at thaL L: Sounds like two 'I 

or three guitar soloes all al once. C: Sounds like about 19. L: I don't know 
KINGS OF WYOMING LP why you guys are capping on this record anyway. C: Because I don't like it. , Com 3 Records/ 439 Beclrord Ave/ Brooklyn NY 11211 L: I think you guys are being narrow-minded. C: I'm being narrow-minded. I 

L: I don't know where this one came from. I've never seen it before. C: 

"

don't like Exodus. L: Have you heard them before? C: Yes, my friend made me 4 
1 I'm puking. A: Son of like really bad Cure. C: Middle-aged copies of REM. listen to a lot of them. A: They're sort of cannibalistic, that's the word for it. -I 
, It's hard to last throu$h one song of this. Listen to this one: acoustic delight! But they're not bad. 

A: Really bad acoustic delight. C: 11 sounds like a little kids record. L: h ' j looks like a little kid drew this nice crayon canoon on the cover. C: That's SQUANDERED MESSAGE Life LP 
Picasso. L: I knew he should have stayed dead. C: h doesn't rock. Put ii away.

� 

Destiny/ O ranlenstr. 198/ 1000 Berlin 36/ West Ger
. 
many

□ L: Did you know that Martin Sprouse said the reviews were "silly" last time we A: I think it's a new trend to put faces on the middle of a record so you 
did them this way7 C: Well, he's silly. A: Who's Manin Sprouse? when you put it on the turntable the spindle looks like a giant nose. C: A lot 1 like Exodus. A: Sort of satanic. Oh, the cover even opens up. Good bass

••• STRIPMINERS Divorce Yourself LP plarer. Who likes to jump in then air a lot. This looks like RKL. L: Are you il 
•."•' Com 3 Records reviewing the record or the cove(/ C: I don't know. L: Well, you guys are 

•• • •• A: How can you divorce yoursell'1 L: Asa, you're too literal. A: OK, I
i

• 11oing to have to say it all because... C: Why, you can't say anything about ""'I • •• • won't be literal. Punk rock's not literal. L: It might help if they IURed their:" 117 L: Because Fili was in this band and he always says real nice things 10 me. ..... 
·-.•. : guitars. C: No, it wouldn't help. Sounds like the vocals are through a C: This is probably one of the strongest albums I've heard this year so far. A: 
1 •.: megaphone. This one sounds dirgy. The music's real bass-oriented. A: h

. 
It's got lots of hope and I think it will go far. C: I think these guys' best 

� 
) • ' sounded kind of flowing, the first song, but... L: That was just to trick you move would be to move to the US. L: Like what part of the US7 C: New York7 

.:••• into listening lo the resL It's loo bad we're all st.raight edge, cuz this sounds� Maybe Boston? L: Yeah, I think maybe they could play wilJi Slapshol. C: I 
' :■ � like good music to listen to on drugs. C: Well, I don't like this song as much {-:. think they'd play really well with Slapshot. Slapshot being one of our 
I • , as the first one. L: I wouldn't like this song if I had a headache. And if I listen •

� 
favorite bands. A: And hi Flo, how are you doing7 C: Have we heard enough? 

: •• to it long enough, I might get One. C: This record is in eight-land, on the •• 
t •t.: radio scale. L: It should be ate, you mean. A: I'd say C+. C: It should be GANG GREEN 181B4U LP 
...... eaten. Get your grammar Slraight. Music to take aspirin by. A: They're not Road racer � 
• • • that bad. C: It's a cornplimenL A: Oh, I thought you meant like ii gave you a. C: Here we go, here's a real Boston band. That sold their soul lo rock and -
�•• •' headache. L: When Chris really panies down, aspirin is his drug of choice. '1 roll. A: That's really intereslinj!, because I heard lots of disgusting things , •• .' 
, •'i'

J

aboul Gang Green on the bus this morning. L: The band or the disease. A:�--•.:• 
••• ; POOPSHOVEL Opu, Le11gthemu1 LP Not the band. Oh, they're skaters. Gang Green can't skate. L: This rocks. A lot,: •• ••
, :,i . Com 3 Records belier than Sia shot. C: It's real rnetallish. But pleasant. L: It's not even• .O: ••. • 
!,, • •, C: OK, here we go. "Young People In Love Are Hardly Ever Hungry." No rnetallish. C: teah it is. IT IS! A: We don't have any opinions, Chris. L: �'; • • :• 
.�•,lyrics. We can't tell if they're fascist or not. A: Nice shoes. I like the shoes. I He's really dominant, isn't he7 C: No I'm not! fM NOT DOMINANT! Stop,::•-;;;,
.. J'•• had those shoes once. They were good. PoopshoveL Music to walk your dog 1saying I aml Or 111 hurt you both! L: He's undergone a real transformation;.;.,:... 
! . :, with. L: Corn 3 records seem lo feature prominent bass lines. Maybe they all since the moon went into Scorpio. C: STOP IT! rM NOT! STOP YELLING AT 
.:, • • hon "'"- ,_,,la. A, Sort ol lik.. Cd-y. An ......... of Vi<,lm',

4';
1 Ldf ,._,.,.., h f« Bo.wn, Om 0- i, p .... bly ;, C, ... �·.--�, ................. �,. .... --. ,.. . . .. _ .. -
}I •..... ,- .

... 

� 
. . 

"JJ • • I ••• , • • • • • • • • • • • •? \•• . ' • : • :• • •
••••••• •. • •• _ ... " ••• :':.IP.,"'-� 
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etr er s was stronger, ou . A: Sn weiser cover. L: Yeah, but Budweiser's the most evil beer in the westem world. Did you know Budweiser has this chemical in it that makes people stupid. C: Really? That explains a lot. A: You know what? My dad has been drinking BudweiBer for years and years and years. L: Well, some people it takes longer to act on than others, but you should wam your friends and family about Iha., C: Gang Green hell of rips. H you're into that kind of stuff. 8111 we're not, except for those two guys... L: Well, we almost kind of are ... H we weren't straight edge, we would drink lots of good beer, not Budweiser... C: Yeah, that's their main problem. A: A 79 1n, C+ or 8-
Al ternative Teniacles C: Oh, we're goMa get our hears hurt now. A: What's this worm thing on the cover? I like that. C: h's a sand worm. A: Looks Du1u!•influenced. C: Here is Jello Biafra's latest hitmaker. A: Is this the one he did with DRI? L: Actually it was DOA. A: Whatever, same thing. C: I doo't think Jello and DRI have made the connection yet. .This is his techno-<lirge•rap debut. A: You could break dance to it, but nobody break dances anymore, so I guess it's pointless. L: Not even at South Fork High School? C: Actually, yeah, Sky 

used to break dance. This is almost as good as German marching music. A: I 
WRECKING CREW Balance of Ten-or LP

always thought break dancing was lame. L: Piquant social commentary, but I Hawker/ 225 L afayette St #709/ New York NY 10012 don't know how often I could listen to it. C: Someone told me he really liked L: Uh-di, this is from Boston too. A: Could you imagine singers with it. This kid from England. L: Oh, well that sort of explains it. C: Yeah, Bostonian accents? L: What do you mean, like loud and stupid? A: Bostonian maybe it does. His other favorite band is No Means No. This is good. Sounds ' 
I
" is so fucked up. Loud and really grammar-fucked. L: Very, uh, interesting like a redone version of an old Dead Kennedys song. L: Played under water. vocals here. C: They have 8 spiritual adviser. L: Sounds like they need one. C: Without any real instruments. There's only three songs, I think this is the A: �Love sucks," is that what they're saying? I can't hear the words. C: "Out last one. A: ��.�!�ind it actually. C: Let's try it at 45. A: I like this. C: of touch," maybe? A: I think fve seen them in Thrasher before. Have you Sounds better at 45. L: It does, but even at 45, are you ready for like 20 , heard Leeway'/ L: Not really. They're bigtime New York metalcore. A: What minutes of this? C: No. A: Alvin Biafra. C: It grows on you, but after a while , about Underdog? L: Not really either. They're big favorites of Lint. A: Of 

I
" ii gets to be too much. I could recommend this to somebody. HI was really s what? L: Lint. A: Who's Lin1? L: Lint from Operaticm Ivy. A: Yeah, hi, my mad at them. ! name's Lint, and my nickname's, uh, Belly Bumm. C: These guys are really 

0
hep on Slapshot. They like Slapshot. L: They like Slapshot? C: Well, they 8TH ROUTE A RMY Chernobyl Cookbook LP thank them. L: They could be ihanking them for making Wrecking Crew look I D imensional / POB 923/ North Hampton MA 01080 good. A: Maybe they're hockey playen. C: They have a spiritual adviser, !!Ii A: This looks like a cookbook. L: Strangely enough, that's the title. C: though. L: Yeah, so did Operaticm Ivy. C: Yeah, but theirs wam't Japanese.,� I like it! L: S1ill, I think we should play it at the right speed. A: I liked it "' A: You know who else has a spiritual adviser? The Cult. The Cult are like Zen. • bener on 45. L: On the plus side, this is on the same label as the Swinging L: Whatever the singer has stuck in his throat, he should take out. C: They Erudite&. A: Yeah, I love them. C: That doesn't mean anything. Everybody have surprisingly good lyrics considering the bands that they thank. Like can make bad choices. Eyeball was on the Lookout label. L: Are you they have a song "Guts and Glory," "I don't wanrui hear your war stories ... " It 

I 
implying something aboul Eyeball? C: I wasn't saying anything about ,

, surprises me, with them thanking Slapshot, A: Are Slapshot's lyrics like Eyeball. L: Do you think Eyeball deserved to be on a better label? C: No, I pudly? C: They're like... L: "Shut up and listen or IU beat you up with a wasn't saying ... I don't, uh, like Eyeball that much ... personally... It's ·.········•·hockey stick ... "· A: Oh, is that it? C: That's abolll the gist of them. rockabillyish. Their hair proves it. L: Eyeball? C: No, 8th Route Army, , .•. dummy. Can't you pay attention? A liltle frantic, kind of. L: Two bad signs " NO FOR AN ANSWER A Thought Crusade LP · ···. already. C: fve heard this before. L: You probably heard it because they sent Hawker at least two copies to every fanzine and radio station in the world. 'Ibis one's a . : : L: Califomia's answer to New York straighl edge hardcore. C: They're cover of a Top 40 song from about 1965. It's about how after he works hard @}1: called "the ultimate hardcore band •.. " L: By their record label? C: Oh, OK. L: every day he's gonna go home and buy his baby lots of things with the · · · •. I actually know an intelligent person who likes this record. C: Well, maybe ·. money he eamed. C: Ear-turning. Belly-wrenching. But clean and clear like a' I'm into new age. L: I think the sin,er has a sromach ache. C: Are you sure there's not enough yodeling in punk rock today. A: Like MSG and beef jerky. . that person that liked them is really mtelligent? L: Walter Glaser! They don't C: That's what ii sounds like? A: Yeah, I guess it does. • .... ..<: . . come much �arter than thaL <;:: �e likes this? You th� th�re's anything �e .( I?"'"'···•·• can do for h1m? L: He got a gtrlfnend. C: Does she like this? L: I doubt 11. · ALIEN SEX FIEND Another Planet LP Can you imagine any girl liking this? C: That's a preuy sexisl thing to say. C aroline L: No, that shows that girls are smaller. C: Oh. That's pretty sexist too. But C: Alien Sex Fiend. This beautiful breast picture on the cover. If you probably more true. A: Listen lo this, is this straightedge lyrics or what: "A don. 't like the album you can hang it up on your wall. A: Lots of disco � young man drinks, a young man dies, a young man's vision blurs, a young � influence. C: It's death rock disco. L: Not our kind of disco. A: "Sample My man dies, without a reason, without a reascm" L: Well, that pretty much sums Sausage"? "Bun-Ho"? C: II hurts my ears. Sounds bener at 45. Bad copy of up the human condition. C: A man drinks! A man dies! A man turns on No For Nina Hagen. L: Are we still on 45? C: No. Sounds like it though. I'd rather . An Answer and survives! HI was a worried parenl, I'd gel my kids No For An .. lislen to Cringer. L: Yeah, Cringer has a new album out that we don't have Answer. They could sit home and not drink and nol take drugs and listen to here. C: Why not? L: I guess we're nol on the A list for promo copies, gee, I music that would hurt their ears. l wcmder why. C: Well, why don't we do an absentee review? L: It's greal.\., Anything Cringer does is great. C: I would like to hear it. I think they shouldBILL Y ATWELL Ferret In A Clilna Slaop LP 11.' send i1 to PudJj/e magazine. L: Oh yeah, but what about Alien Sex Fiend? C: Bobok, Ltd./ PO Box 43787/ Tucson AZ 85733 � Oh •.. That was something ... we didn't like ... C: Ferret in a china shop? L: I don'I like the cm.cepL C: Ferrets in china � shops? L: I don't like the ccmcept of Billy Atwell. C: Bad concept, buddy, If SDT Sonic Disruption Theory LP what about the music, isn't that what's importanl? A: All right, i t  sucks, tum .I 555 Broderick #5/ San Francisco CA 94117 it off. L: Cheesy Elvis Costello knockoffs. C: Oh, he's from the Inbred. A: � L: This is not al all what I expected. C: I like it a lot more than I thought He's from Alderpoint? L: No, differenl Inbred. h doesn'I sound like the Inbred I would. L: I thought they were gonna be like noise-rock. C: Me too. I so far. C: No. There's a member of .•• who? .•. thal lives oul in Alderpoint ... L: listened to this once before and didn't like it as much as I do now. I guess I was John Entwistle? C: No, from that band .•. flipper. L: Sort of like King pretty close-minded then and now fm real rad and open-minded. L: A common Crimson. C: This is sad. L: You mean sad like pathetic or like melancholy. ailmenl of maturity. C: They should play in Garberville. A: "(ou know who's C: I mean sad like I wanna cry. L: Well go right ahead, let it ouL C: Boo hoo. really good, is Feedbag, have you heard of them? L: Yeah, but we're on SDT I don't know aboul this, it's definitely a departure from his previous musical '[ now. A: They're good, we already expressed how we liked them. L: What's efforts and a preny goshdam unpositive one at thaL Oh, heavy-duty laughter most amazing of all is tha1 they're from San Francisco. C: The musical here. A: It's not even heavy-duty laughler, it's like kung fu theater dubbed •• was1eland. I think they should move to the liast Bay if they wanna get laughler. L: H this were muzak, what kind of environment would you play it · 1, anywhere. L: It's funny, the only San Francisco band that Gary Indiana didn'I in? C: A little pink room. With padded sides. No windows. A: I tliink it , write about. I don't know, this tune's a little too much stop·and·stariy. It should be the theme son11; for Sunday morning cartoons. L: A toy shop for ._ might make me go in10, what do you call those things ... ? C: Convulsions? emotionally dislurbed children. C: rn have to get Billy Atwaler killed. L: .,. L: Yeah. C: Well, SDT rocks the house. L: Good, Cammie will still speak to Atwell. C: Alwater, Alwell •.. H his lasl name was Atwater, thal would explain ► me, too. C: And maybe she'll wrile me a letter. a lot. A: Who's Atwater? C: Lee Alwater. A: Is he a pud? L: Presidenl Bush's helper. A: Oh, maybe it's his son. . MASS TANGO LP Ohio Records, 154 E 7 St/ New York NY 10009 
Smoldering Lune Ii box L: Do we have to listen lo this one? This band is FEATURED ON THE 

illii 1988 CMJ MUSIC MARATIION CD! VOLUME 12!!! C: Oh wow. Sounds like PO Box 51/ Boston MA 02141 �. they deserve to be too. I hope they make a good life for themselves with their L: Common Ailmenu Of Maturi1y? Sounds like we're off 10 a bad stan / poignant hean•rendering runes 1hat really suck too. L: That's funny, Ohio already. A: Too long of a name. L: Arrghhhlll C: I like this. L: Another Records is in New York Ci1y. C; It shows this record can't be good. Which it megaphone. C: It wouldn'I be nice lo listen to ii a loL Someone from the c:::l isn'I. A really sickening meld of guitars and synthesizers that forms college radio scene gelling really harsh. L: This one's from Boslon too. Do i;::: something that's kind of... L: They've go1 a girl singer... C: ... 80s 
COMMON AILMENTS OF MATURITY LP 
you detect a Slapshot influence? C: Oh, definilely. A: Sort of drummy, son of gibberish. L: Let's listen to "Dreaming of Jane," since I have a friend named scummy, and bummy and gummy. Like Gwnm1 Bears, thal was the raddest Jane. Is this it? C: This is i1. L: Sounds like having nightmares of Jane. C: canoon. L: Your anention span is flagging. How many hundred more records � Havinti nightmares of Mass Tangos. What kind of name is a Mass Tango? L: I do we have? I don't see any major reascm why this record should exist. C: It think 11 means we should all be dancing. Instead of sitting around lislening to could be pleasant. h could be. I1's definitely drug-induced. A: It's defmitely boring college rock radio. A: Could you dance to thal? �iercing. h hurts. 

f 
. 
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THE BLAGGERS On Yer Toet. LP 
01! Records/ 3 Machen St/ Grangetown/ Cardiff CFl 7NT/ UK 

C: This was pr��ced by Christian Lunch. L: Is Chris1ian Lunch a 
pe�on? �:I ha� Chns111m lunch once. L&C: You already said lhall C; rm
haxmg deJa-vu nghl now. These guys are really good. L: This is almost a 
n:as?n lhal England shouldn't be sunk inlo lhe sea. C; AlrnoSI. L; If !hey 
didn I have lhose fuMy accents, lhey could almosl move here. C; Reminds me 
a 101 of �h� 69. L: This is excellen1, a lot of melody, you could almos1 sing 
along w1� 11, g� whoa-whoa, jump up and down... C: Yeah, good attilUde, 
good music. I lhmk we should hear "Ska1eboard Bop." L: Thal's nol ii is ii 
wha1's he saying? "Fuck your mom and fuck your dad ... " C: "Cuz �e•re' 
han!core and w� are rad ... " I like lhese lyrics. We love lhe Biaggers. L: I 
don I even care if lhese guys are from England, lhis is lhe winner of lhe whole 
bun�h so far. �: I )ike lhem cuz lhey h_ave a song abou1 skating and I like 
skating. L: SkalUlg ts lame, bul I 11 forgive lhem lhaL 

SHAMROCK SHAKES Ho,ue of Jep 7" EP 
Final Jeopardy/ 314 Stanton Ave #3/ Ames IA 50010 

C: This is lhe baddesl band to hil lhe airwaves since... A: Shamrock 
Shakes? I had one in McDonald's once. This is good 10 ska1e 10. C: This is 

;i. killer, lhis is awesome. This is lhe bell band, one of lhe ben bands we've 
heard today. "Lucifer don't live !here anymore ... " L: An1i-satanic, even... A: 

i' Yeah, lheir whoa-whoas are good, I reallx like !heir whoa-whoas. C: Yeah! 
These guys are rockin'! Striking poignanl lyrics. In a soulful 1uneful manner, 
L: Sort of a more wholesome anii sweel-lempered Screeching Weasel from 
Iowa. C: Yeah. Whatever you say. A: The lasl real hope for Iowa. Iowa sucks. 
I had ii on my geography leSI. C: Iowa is a bad place. Idaho, on lhe olher 
hand, is good. Idaho IS where potaloes come from. These guys should be 
Shamrock Po1a1oes. L: Sample fyric: "She likes evecylhing on Dischord/ She 

says Ian is a hunk/ She used 10 be a prom queen/ Before she was a punk." C: 
,: Thal's "Hardcore Lover They've go1 awesome lyrics. This is good, we don't 

RAINING VIOLETS Ocean Of Dreams L p "i need to lislen to anymore. A: They're jusa lhe raddest I give lhem A· or B+. 

Certain Records/ 51 W 8 St/ New York NY l0024 11. C: No way! I give lhem ... L: I'll say A+. C: ... 97,000,000 oul of 10 is whal

C: This sounds like a definiae Cure irni1ation. Omigod, it's wone. Pal I l *:· ..,..:�- �1';� .. f,7 � ':..,. • . -.- . 
·
. -�- .

Benalar. A: Yeah! lha1:s exactly wha1 I was lhinking. L: Bad drugs. A: Paa • �<4 • .,:ili, �,,..., .. -i'l f "It
..• �� .-.·-... ·. Benatar. C: Bonme Ram. A: Pal Benalar, or whal's her name Joan Jen. C: \,I\' l/ ' · ,-... ·· · -�"" 

Joa!1 Jell on psychedelics. A: �o, Joan Jen not on psychedelic;, Tcying lo be "- JI ,· / ' '- • • .. 
mamslream. If you we re mainstream, would you be a salmon? C: No, · �. / • '- ' ..., 
()robably a mackerel. A: No, don'I you undersiand? You'd swim againsi lhe • f 

"' ,·. ": · 
ude ... C: I'd be a mackerel. A: I'd be a flounder. L: You are floundering. A: § I 

I • .. ,. 
· 

. . . 1 
N?, I'd be a pirahna. Or a puff fi�h. L: In a sea of inadequai:e melaphors. A: 

� 
�• / ""-"--II..r,i11.· I · �t \� 

Nice cover. C: Do we have to keep lis1ening 10 lhis? L: Unlil you say :i,., N'!7'- ·• - """'7'' \._.c. • 1·
somelhing in1elligen1 aboul ii, you muSI keep lisienin�. C: l1 sucks. L: . .s,<-Q ' 

IJ,I.JUl!f,.,.ll'"'�tl!!',.�.J 
· · 

C'mon, can we be more specific? C: II sucks bad. A: I like lhis song, aclUally. •r :.f -. 
..J�-:;��.,--._. ... _____ , 

i 
L: Good, lake i1 off lhen. C: Do you really like lhal song? A: Thal s1uff in lhe l.Q_: "I 
background, lhe sirings. I can'I say much for lhe foreground. L: II makes me ;,.a I 
wan1 to go shopping al Safeway. C: 11 makes me wanl 10 blow up Safeway. , 

STOREMAGE Jon Da•e Tomson LP · . 

Notlin g m Loose' re le m &:Im r. 4> /Hamover9 J/ WeiHiennlllY ✓ ti 11 L: Bob Dylan. C: John Cougar Mellencamp. L: Have you gol ii on lhe 
righl speed. C: Yep, I swear. L: This is on "Nolhing 10 Loose" Records. .., ,": '1
Another German special. A: Looks like Sid's playing drums. A: ll's '!� J.-----(.lj 
somewhal pleasanl. C: No, i1's �ood, I lhink. L: Well, I heard some of lhis · 
before and I liked ii, bu1 I don'I like lhis song. A: 11 son of makes me wanl to 
ha_ve. a Cheech and Ch_ong film festiv&!, L: Now lhal's somelhing lhal's been
missing from Garberville for a long lime. A: I juSI walched a Cheech and 
Chong movie nol 100 long ago. L: Did you know Cheech and Chong wenl 
an1,-drug? C: When? A: No lhey aren'1. L: They're going around making anti
drug messages. C: Nol 1ogether. A: No, cuz I jusa saw Chong in High Times. ◄ 
L: And he was hell of wasted? C: Yeah, Tommy Chong was, lhey had a big old If � . . ·. 
spread of him smokini a b�d joinl and ho�ding all these buds. L: All rigbl, "' ,. . · . . 

•· · 
. . . 

nexl song, and slop d1g�cssmg. Do you lhmk people who are 11ying 10 find 
1
: !hell' score 1s. L. They should '!love_ to Califomw. C: They should. 

ou1 aboul records are going 10 wan1 10 lis1en 10 you conecl me aboul Cbeech could trade aboul 12 of our Califonua b&Jids to Iowa for lhem. 
and Chong? A: Sure, why not? C: ll's really poppy. Kind of makes me want 

L: And we 

to go gick poppies too. A: Jusl as long as you don'I smoke !hem. C: I like SONS OF ISHMAEL Sillg Generic Crap 7" EP 
this, Id buy this record. L: No you wouldn't. C: You're righ1, fd borrow it 1979 Yonge St #5/ Toronto ON M4S 1Z6/ Canada 
from you and listen to i1. L: They're from Meaford, On1ario, which is like lhe Laytonville of 

Cana�. A: The name sott of reminds me of Menudo. C: Here we go, sing 
THE CROWD Big Fish Stories L P  genenc crap. A live album? Sott of like Sewer Trou1... A: Son of like 

· · Fllpslde/ PO Box 363/ Whittler CA 90608 sauerkraul. Saue rkra1;11 �ilh a �ide of cole slaw. C: Thai was a fasl son,. 
L: Now this gelS a good review, I don'I care wha1 you guys say. C: I like 

Thanks 1.0 lhose. wh1r�wmd .g�1tan. A: I like whirlwind guitars, C: This
whal I'v_e heard of lhis b�nd befo�. �: You've heard lhis song on lhe radio al sounds kmd of like Slikky. Junmy Swaggatt SIUck His Pee-Pee In My Poo-
leasl 1�1ce, cuz I played. 11. A: I like 11, acaually I really do like ii. C: They're 

Poor They have a cover of "Louie Louie." They musl be good. L: Tha1's lhe 
versa1il.e. They look a hltle �Id. L: They are a li1tle old. They're like 30 or wonl _sign J>?55.ible. A: Is lhis lhe J!mmy Swaggan sons? C: Yeah, bu1 il's
somelhmg. C: Oh dude, !hey re up lhere. Whal's your secre1? L: Aboul what? nol � Joke, 115 like not funny. A: Serious. Goshdam. C: They have a Victim's 
C: Aboo 1 !taying young and trim and fil and all !hat? L: BUI I'm nol. C: Bua Family flye[ on lhe label. It muSI be good. A: OK, we give 'em a C jusl for 
you look 11, so you should give lhem your secrel. A: I'v e heard lhis song lh�L C: I give lhem a, a B:". Definite B+. A: The firsl side isn'I lhal good. C: 
before. C: Me 100. It sounds like 1ha1 one song by Barry Manilow. You , I like lhe cover. 11 looks like lhe Bay Ci1y Rockers. Aoolher grea1 band. L:
know, like the "Copacabana." A: You know whal 1his reminds me ofl The 

; Rollen? C: Rollen, Rockers. Wha1ever. 
Talking Heads. L: Thal's kind of an insul1. Talking Heads should... C: Die. t 
L: ... be sent back lo yuppie hell where they belong. Bui as for lhe Crowd ... C: 

I 
WHOPPERS TASTE GOOD 7" EP 

�ey:re goo� ff?m wha1 we've heard. L: A good record, plus 1hey're on 7435 Hazelcre�t #B/ Hazelwood MO 63042 
Fhps1de, which 1s anolhe r good reason 10 buy i1. L: When does lhe song statt? ThlS 1s supposed 10 be grea1 funnypunk 

I bul I'm nOI laughing. Maybe i1's because I lhink Wh
oppe

rs 1aS1e abou1 a;
FOOLISH �MERICAN QUARTET Silly Dreams 7" EP J � as Budweiser. T

'Y, 
ii _al lh_e righl speed. C: Onfunny funnycore? Sounds 

(Don l ask n1e why bands don't put their address on their f e Mo1orhead. I don I like 11. Nol pleasanl. Noa pleasan1 one bi1 They 
records) . shouldn'I have a name lhal good. L: 11'1 nol lha1 good of a name. C: I like lhe 

_A: I've seen them live. There was lhis redneck kid on my bus this 

' 

�e. A: I doo't � Whoppers, actually. L: No, nobody likes Whoppers. A: 
morning _and he ':"as talking abou1 how his sisier is such a whore lhal when ·· I lhink �ey ,taste like molhballs. L_: B1;1rger King rapes lhe rain foresl. A: 
you yell m10 he� 1t echoes. L: Huh? A: You know wha1 I don't understand is Burger King_s n�I bad .. C: Burger Km,g 1s bad. A: No il's not, ii 1astes good. 
why rednecks hke rap. C: I though! lhese guys were hardcore punk. They L: Burger King ts fasc1s1. A: So lhey re fucking assholes bul lhey have good 
sound a !01 like Soul Asylum to me. L: Problem #I. A: I like ii. I like Soul food. L: They pul Coor's beer in lheir hamburgers. 
Asylum. I think I like Soul Asylum cuz i1's good lo skale to. C: Noa as good 
as Cryptic Slaughler. I hurt myself skaling and Jisaening lo Cryptic Slaughier SINK God Loves Yo11 7" EP 

' 
i

!'lore. limes .than_ anyahing in the w�ole world, ii was like ARRGH!, OK, I'll do , . Vinyl Solullo�/ 39 H ereford Rd/ London W2/ England
11, t�IS n:i?s1c will make m� nOI d1�, a!1d I didn'1 die. Anyway, aboul lhis, ia's C. Ooh� lhey s�nl a sucker for me, L: For you? A: For us. L: Sounds

I 
q�ahty, 11 s well done, bu1 11 doesn I suck 10 my ribs. A: Ia's good. Ia slicks to !W!IOS1 Amencan. C: Where are lhey from? L: London, I guess. A: Whal time 

mme. ltU �crually grow the�, _like. lhe rib �. look from... C: I11l grow like j IS d? C: Thal _clock 1s _slo.w. l�'s af1er six: L: I guess lh�I has to wrap ii up. Bui 
a mold ... hke a cancer ... shmmg in and 1w1sllng your cells in10 lhoughtless whal aboul Sink? C. S� IS sunk, Sink sank, bul In a good way. A: It 
mons!ers ... �: Shut �p. you morphodi!e· C; Tha1's wha1 lhis music does and schlunk\ schrn�, punk, dtd a slam dunk. L: We golla go, we belier do lhis 
you JU�t can t see 11. L: Sounds hke il's gol a cellophane gloss over I 

one agam nexl 1Ssue. Sounds good, actually.__ '1 _ 7 _ 

evecythmg. C: I hale cellophane, lei's tum ii off. A: I like ii, give ii a 90. C: 
81-· · .,.., ,r • 

Ou1 of 1000. • · 
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The 
Update 

Some major changes are happening at Lookout Records, well, 
one major change, anyway. My partner and co-founder David Hayes 
is leaving the company at the end of the year. 

Lookout will continue to do what it's been doing all along, and 
hopefully to do a good job of it. David's leaving is a big loss; his 
graphic and organizational talents had a lot to do with whatever 
success we've had so far. 

Needless to say, I'm not thrilled by this development, and I'm 
not sure I even fully understand it. Much of what David is doing with 
his new label, Very Small Records, is stuff that Lookout could or 
would have done anyway. But if he feels it necessary to do things 
entirely on his own, then I respect that decision and wish him all the 
best. 

No one could really take David's place at Lookout, but a couple 
people have already stepped in to help out, especially in the 
graphics end of things. Most notable among them is Chris 
Appelgren, who's also playing a major role in producing this 
magazine now. I've also had help from John Yates, Aaron Cometbus 
and Robert Eggplant, and offers of help from several other people. 

The first post-David releases will be albums from Neurosis and 
Green Day, out sometime in February, and there will probably al&o 
be a couple of 7''s at that time, though I don't want to name bands yet 
as we're still talking about it. 

As for David, he's already put out a Corrupted Morals 7", two 
10" compilations (one of which includes the previously unreleased 
Lookouts classic "Big Green Monsters"), and a Soup 7". I also 
understand he's planning a 7" compilation featuring Filth, Fuel, 
Thumper, and Monsula which should be sensational. 

If you want to contact David about his projects, you can write to 
him at PO Box 8223/ Emeryville CA 94662. The Lookout address 
remains the same, probably into infinity. 

'/A88A-DA88A-ooo/l. �/ 
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